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ABSTRACT 

Michiel Hazewinkel 

Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

This tutorial and expository paper considers linear dynami
cal systen~ i = Fx +Gu, y ·= Hx. or, x(t+l) = Fx(t) + Gu(t), 
y(t) = Hx(t); more precisely it is really concerned with families 
of such, i.e., roughly speaking, with systems lik~ the above where 
now the n:atri ces F ,G,H depend on some extra parameters o. .~fter 
discussing some motivation for studying families (delay systems, 
systems over rings, n-d systems, perturbed systems, ide~Li~ication, 
parameter uncer·tainty) we discuss the classifying of fami1ies (fine 
moduli spaces). lhis is followed by two straightforward appiica
tions: realization with oarameters and the nor.existence of global 
continuous canonical forms. More applications, es'pecially to feed
back will be discussed in Chris Byrnes' talks at this conference 
and sir.iilar problems as in these ta1ks for networks will be dis
cussed by Tyrone Duncan. The classifying fine moduli space cann~t 
readily be extended and the concluding sections are dEvoted to 

~ this observation 3nd a few more related results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The basic object of study in !hese lectures (as ~n ~any others 
at this conference) is a constant linear dynamical system, that is 
a system of equations 

. 
Fx + Gu x( t+ 1) Fx(t) + Gu(t) x = 

y Hx (~) y(t) Hx( t) 

(a): CO!iti nt.:0 1!S time (b): discrete time 
125 
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:h x E k" "' state space, u € km = input or control space, 
: kP =output space, and F,G,H matrices with coefficients in 
of the appropriate sizes; that is, there are m inputs and p 
:puts and the dimension of the state space, also called the 
1ension of the system E and denoted dirn(r), is n. Here k 
an appropriate field {or possibly ring). In the continuous 
~e of course k should be such that differentiation mdkes sense 
· (enough) functions R .... k, e.g. k = R or l:. Often one 
Is a direct feedthrough term Ju, giving y = Hx + Ju in case 

and y(t) = Hx(t) + Ju(t) in case (b) instead of y = Hx 
y(t) = Hx(t) respecti~ely; for the mathematical problems 

be discussed below the presence or absence of J is essen-
11 ly irrelevant. 

More precisely what we are really interested in are families 
objects (1.1), that is sets of equations (1.1) where now the 
:rices F ,G ,H depend on so:ne extra parameters a. As people 
•e found out by now in virtually a11 parts of mathematics and 
: applications, even if one is basically interested only in 
1gle objects, it pays and is important to study families of 
:h objects depending on a small parcmeter £ (deformation and 
·turbation considerations). ·This could be already enough moti
:ion to study families, but, as it turns out, in the case of 
near) systems theory there are many more circumstances where 

1ilies turn up naturally. Some of these Cun be briefly surrrned 
as delay-differential systems, systems over rings, continuous 
ionica1 fonns, 2-d and n-d systems, parameter un~ertainty, 
;ngularly) perturbed systems. We discuss these in some detail 
:pw in section 2. 

To return to single systems for the moment. 
.1) define input/output maps fE : u(t),.... y(t) 
;pecti ve ly by 

y(t) = It tt/(t-T)GU(T)dT • t ~ 0 
0 

( ) ~ ( ") i-1 y t = 2..:, Aiu t-l-1 , Ai = HF G, 
1=1 

i = 1,2, ••• , t = 1,2,3, ••• 

The equations 
given 

(1.2a) 

(l.2b) 

!re we have assumed that the system starts in x(O) = 0 at 
~e O. In both cases the input/output operator is uniquely 
:ermined by the sequence of matrices A1,A2•··· • Inversely, 
1lization theory studies when a given sequence. Ar,A2 1 ••• is 
:h that there exist F,G,H such that Ai= HFl-lG for all i. 
~1ization with parameters is now the question: given a sequence 
matrices A1(0), A2(cr), A3(a), ••• dependin~ polynomially 

!Sp. continuously, resp. analytically, resp •••• ) on parameters 
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~ when do there exist matrices F,G,H dependin2 polynomially 
(resp. continuously, resp. analyticapy. resp •••• ) on the param
eters c such that Aj(o) = H{o}F 1 - (0)G(o) for all i. And to 
what extent are such realizations unique? Which brings us to the 
next group of questions one likes to answer for families. 

Jl. single system E given by the triple of matrices F,G~H 
is com~letely reachable if the matrix R(F,G) consisting of the 
blocks G,FG, .•. ,FnG 

I I I n 
R(i::) = R(F,G) = (G:FGl ••• :F G) ( 1. 3} 

has full rank n. (This means that any state x can be steered 
to any other state x' by means of a suitable input). Dually 
the system Z is said to be completely observable if the matrix 
Q(F,G) co~sisting of the blocks H,HF, ••. ,HF0 

Q(!:) = Q(F,H) 

H 

HF 
(1.4) 

has full rank n. (This means that two different states x(t) 
and x'(t) of the system can be distinguished on the basis of the 
o:;tput _y{:) for all -r ~ t). As is very well known if 
A1.A2 ••.. can be realized then.it ~an be realized by a co and 
er sys tern and any two such rea 11 zat10ns are the same up to base 
change in state space. That is, if r. = (F,G,H) and E1 = 
(F 1 ,G'.H 1 ). both realize A1,A2, ••• and both are er and co then 
dim(Z} = dim(I 1 ) = n, and there is an inveltible n x n matrix S 
such that F' =SF~-', G' = ~G, H1 = HS- • {It is obvious that 
if z: and L:' a!"e related in this 1;1ay then they give the same 
input/output map). This transfonnation 

~ = (F,G,H) .... Ls= (F,G,H)5 = (SFs-1 ,SG,HS-1) 

corresponds of course to the base cha~ge in state space x• = Sx. 
This argues that at least one good notion of isomorphism of sys
tems is: two systems E, [' over k are isomorphic iff 
dim(Z) = dim(E 1 ) and there is an SE Gln(k), the group of S 
inv~rtible matrices with coefficients in k, such that r.• = I • 
A corr-=soonding notion of homomorphism is: a homomorphism from 
::=(F.G,H). dim:::=n, to r. 1 =(F 1 ,G 1 ,H 1 ), diml::=n 1 , isan 
n' x n matrix B (;·lith coefficients in k) such that BG = G1 , 

BF = F'B, H'B = ~. Or, in other words, it is a linear map from 
the state srace of r. to the state space of z1 such tnat the 
d·iagram below corrrnutes. 
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(1.6) 

The obvious corresponding notion of isomorphism for families 
Z(cr), ~·(a) is a family of invertible matrices S(cr} such that 
Z(n)S(o) = I'(o), where, of course, S(cr) should depend polyno
mially, resp. continuously, resp. analytically, resp •••• on cr 
if z and r• are polynomial, resp. continuous, respt. analyti
cal, resp •••• families. One way to look at the results of sec
tion 3 below is as a classification result for families, or, even, 
as the construction of canonical forris for families under the 
notion of isomorphism just described. As it happens the classi
fication goes in terms of a universal family, that is, a family 
fror.i which, roughly speaking, all other families (up to isor:ior
phism) can be uniquely obtained via a transformation in the param
eters. 

let lm,n,p(k} be the space of all triples of ~atrices 
(F,G,H} of dimensions nxn, nxm, p><n, and let l~~~~~ 
be the s~bspace of er and co triples. Then the parameter space 
for the universal family is the quotient space lco,cr(k)/Gl (k), 
which turns out to be a very nice space. m,n,p n 

The next q~estion \'le shall take up is the existence or non
existence of continuous canonical forms. A continuous canonical 
forQ on Leo.er is a continuous map (F,G,H) i-. c(F,G,H) such m,n,p 
that c(F ,G,H) is isoriorphic to (F ,G,11) for all (F ,G,H) E 

Lco,cr and such that (F,G,H) and (F' G1 H') are isomorphic m,n,p ' • • 
if and only if c(F,G,H) = c(F',G',H') for all (F,G,H), 

(F',G',H') El~~~~~· Obviously if one wants to use canonical 
forms to get rid of superfluous parameters in an identification 
problem the canonical form had better be continuous. This does 
not mean that (discontinuous) canonical fonns are not useful. 
On the contrary, witness e.g. the Jordan canonical fonn for 
square matrices under similarity. On the other hand, being dis
continuous, it also has very serious drawba::ks; cf. e.g. [GUil 
for a discussion of some of these. In our case it turns out that 
there exists a continuous canonical form on all of Lco,cr if 
and only if m = l or p = l. m,n,p 

tlow let, ayain, r , be a single system. Then there is a 
canonical subsyster:i ~(rJ which is completely reachable and a 
canonical quotient system ~co which is completely observable. 
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Combining these two constructions one finds a canonical subquo
tient (or quotient sub) which is both er.and co. The quest~on 
a~ises naturaily whether (under some o~v1ous necessar~ ~ond1-
t1ons) these constructions can be carried out for fam1l1es as 
well and a1so for single time varying systems. This is very much 
related to the question of whether these constructions are contin
uous. In the last sections we discuss these questions and related 
topics like: given two families L: and l.: 1 such that I(a) and 
:::'(.::) are isomorphic for all (resp. almost all~ values of the 
parameters c; what can be said about the relation between I 
and :::• as families (resp. about l:(o) and I'(o) for the 
remaining values of cr). 

2. WHY SHOULD ONE STUDY FAMILIES OF SYSTEMS 

For the moment \'le shall keep to· the intuitive first approxi
mation of a family of systems as a family of triples of matrices 
of fixed size depending in some continuous manner on a parameter 
a. This is the definition which we also used in the introduction. 

2.1 (Singular) Perturbation, Deformation, Approximation 

This bit of motivation for studying families of objects, 
rat~er than just tne objects themselves, is almost as old as mathe
matics itself. Certainly (singul~r) perturbations are a familiar 
topic in the theory of bcundary value problems for ordinary and 
partial differential equations and more recently also in optimal 
control, cf. e.g. [OMa). For instance in [OMa}, Chapter VI, 
0 1 Malley discusses the singularly perturbed regulator problem 
which consists of the following set of equations, initial condi
tions and quadratic cost functional which is to be minimized for 
a control which drives the state 

x = f y) 
tZ 

to zero at time t = 1. 

y = A1(dy + A2(E)Z + s, ( E) u 
. 

Jl.3 ( c: }y + A4 (t:)z + B2 { c)u cz = 
J{E) T :: x (l,E:)'TT(c)x(l,E:) 

+I, (x1 (t,c)Q(c)x(t,e:) 
0 

y(O,e:) = y°(£) 

z{O,e:) = z0 (£) 

+ uT(t,E)R(c)u(t,E))dt 

(2.1.1) 

with positive definite R(E) ~ and Q(c ),ir(e:) 
ite. Here the upper T denotes transposes. 

positive semidefin
The matrices 
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A1(s), i = 1,2,3,4, B.(E), i = 1,2, n(s), Q(s), R(s) may also 
depend on t. For fix~d small E > 0 there is a unique optimal 
solution. Here one is interested, however, in the asymptotic solu
tion of the problem as s tends to zero, which is, still quoting 
from [OMa), a problem of considerable practical ·if'lportance, in part
icular in view of an example of Hadlock et al. [HJK] where the 
asymptotic results are far superior to the physically unacc~ptable 
results obtained by setting s = 0 directly. 

Another interesting problem arises maybe when we have a sys-
tern 

y = Hx (2.1.2) 

where v is noise, and there F, G1, Gz,H depend on a parameter 
E. Suppose we can solve the disturbance decoupling problem for 
s = O. I. e., we can find a feedback matrix L such that in the 
system with state feedback loop l 

x = (F+GL)x + G1u + G2v, _y = Hx 

:he disturbances v do not show up any more in the output y, 
(for r = 0). Is it possible to find a disturbance discoupler 
L(d by "perturbation" r.iethods, i.e., as a power series in £ 
which converges (uniformly) for £ small enough, and such that 
L(O) = l. 

In this paper we shall not really pay much more attention to 
singular perturbation phenomena. For some more systems oriented 
material on singular perturbations cf. [KKU] and also (Haz 4). 

2.2 Systems Over ~i.!!.g_s_ 

Let R be an arbitrary commutat·ive ring with unit element. 
A linear system over R is s·;mply a triple of matrices (F,G,H) 
of sizes nxn, nxm, pxn respectively \vith coefficients in 
R. Such a triple defines a linear machine 

x(t+l) = Fx(t) + Gu(t), t = 0,1,2, ••• , x E Rn, u E Rm 

y(t) Hx(t), (2.2.1) 

which tnnsfonns input sequences (u(O),u(l),u(2), ..• ) into 
output sequences (y(l),y(2),y(3), •.. ) according to the convolu
tion formu 1 a ( 1 • 2. b). 

It is now absolutely standard algebrai~ geometry to consider 
these data as a family over Spec(R), the space of all prime ideals 
of R with the Zariski topology. This goes as follows. For each 
prime ideal p let i : R ~ Q(R/p) be the canonical map of R 

p 
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into the quotient field Q(R/p) of the integral domain R/p. 
Let (F(p), G(p), H(p)) be the triple of matrices over Q(R/p) 
obtained by applying i to the entries of F,G,H. Then t(r) = 
(F(p),G(p),H(p)) is a ¥amily of systems parametrized by Spec(R) . 

.. 
Let me stress that, mathematically, there is no difference 

between a system over R as in (2.2.1) and the family E(p). 
As far a~ intuition goes there is quite a bit of difference. and 
the present author e.g. has found it helpful to think about 
families of sys terns over Spee( R) rather than single sys terns over 
R. Of course such families over Spec(R) do not quite correspond 
to families as one intuitively thinks about them. For instance 
if R = ll = the integers, then Spec(71) consists of (0) and the 
prime ideals (P). p a prime number, so that a system over ll 
gives rise to a certain collection of systems: one over ~ = 
rational numbers, and one each over every finite field Fp =ll/{p}. 
Still the intuition one gleans from thinking about families as 
families parametrized continuously by real numbers seems to work 
well also in these cases. 

2~3 Delay-Differential Systems 

Consider for example the following delay-differential system 

x1Ct) = 

x2(t) 

y( t) 

x1(t-2) + x2(t-a) + u{t-1) + u(t) 

x1(t) + x2(t-1) + u(t-a) 

x1(t) + x2(t-2a) 

(2.3.1) 

where a is some real number i~commensurable with l. Introduce 
the delay operators 01, az by° 01S(t) = B(t-1) •. 0213(t) = 13(t-a). 
Then we can re\'Jri te ( 2. 3. l) forrna l ly as 

x(t) = Fx(t) + Gu(t), y(t) = Hx(t) (2.3.2) 

with 

F ro~ o2] = [l + o1) 2 
, G J , H = (l o2) (2.3.3) l l o, 02 

and, forgetting so to spe3k where (2.3.2), (2.3.3} came from, we 
can view this set of equations as a linear dynamical system over 
the ring R[a1,0zl. and then using 2.2 above also as a family of 
systems pararnetrized by the (complex} parameters 01, a1,, a point 
of view which has proved fruitful, e.g., in [By]. This idea has 
been around for some time now [ZW,An,Yo,RMY], though originally 
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the tendency was to consider these systeMs as systems over the 
fields R(aJ, ••• ,ar); the idea to consider them over the rings 
n[al•····cr] instead is of more recent vintage [Mo,Kam]. 

There are. as far as I know,no relations between the solu
tions of (2.3. 1) and the solutions of the family of systems 
(2.3.2), (2.3.3). Still rnany of the interesting properties and 
constructions for (2.3. l) have their counterpart for (2.3.Z), 
(2.3.3) and vice versa. For exarnp1e to construct a stabilizing 
state feedback loop for the family (Z.3.2)-(2.3.3) depending poly
nomially en the parameters a 1, ~z that is finding a stabilizing 
state feedback loop for the system over ~[0 1 ,oz], means finding 
an m"' n matrix L(o1,02) with entries in ~[01 ,oz] such that 
for all complex o 1,oz det(s-(F+GL)) has its roots in the left 
half plane. Reinterpreting n1 and a" as delays so that 
L(,11.02) becomes a feedback matrix witl. delays one finds a stab
ilizing feedback loop for (the infinite dimensional) system 
(2.3.1). (cf. [BC], cf. also [Kam), which works out in some 
detail some of the relations between (2.3.1) and (2.3.2)-(2.3.3) 
viewed as a system over the ring R[a1,a2J). 

As another example a natural notion of isomorphism for systems 
E = {F.G.H), r• "'(F'.G',H'} over a ring R is: I and E' are 
isomorphic if there exists an n ·~ n matrix S over R, which is 
invertible over R. i.e. such that det(S) is a unit of R, such 
that !.:' = z:S. T<iking R = R[a1 ,o2J and. reinterpreting the o; 
as delays we see that the correspondinq notion for the de1ay-
di fferential systems is coordinate transformations with time 
delays which is precisely the right notion of isomorphism for 
studying for instance degeneracy phenomena, cf [Kap]. 

Finally applying the Laplace transform to (2.3.1) we find a 
transfer function T(s,e-s,e-aS), which is rational in s,e-s 
and e-cis. It can a 1 so be obtained by taking the family of trans
fer functions 

T0 0 (s) = H(o1,a2)(s-F(o1 ,o2))-1G(ol'a2) 
1' 2 -s -as 1 and then substituting e for o1 and e for oz. Inverse Y 

given a transfer function T(s) which is rational in s,e-s,e-as 
one may ask whether it can be rea 1 i zed as a sys tern with de 1 ays -s 
which are multiples of l a~d a. Because the functions s, e , 
e-c.tS are algebraically independent (if a is incommensurable with 
l). the!:e is a unique rational functio~ .l<s,o1,az) such that 
T(s} = T(s.e-s,e-nS) and the realizab1l1ty of T(s} by ~eans of 
a delC1y system, say a system with transmi~sion lines, is now mathe
matically equivalent with realizing the two parameter family of 
transfer functions T(s,lJ1 ,a2) by a family of systems which depends 
polynorni~l_lY __ ~~~ 0 1 ~~ 2 • ..~-- ~ _ .. -""· ., .. 
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2.4 2-d and n-d ?ystems 

Consider a linear discrete time system with direct feed
through term 

133 

x(t+l) = Fx(t) + Gu(t}, y(t) = Hx(t) + Ju( t) (2~4.1) 

The associated input/output operator is a convolution operat9r, 
viz. (cf. (1.2.b)} 

y( t) 
t 
L A.u(t-i), A = J, A1. = HFi-lG 
i=O l o 

(2.4.2) 

for i = 1,2, ••• 

Now there is an obvious {north-east causal) more dimensional gen
eralization of tlie convolution operator (2.4.2). viz. 

h k 
. y(h,k) = 2: 

i=U 
L Jl ... u(n-i,k-j), h,k 

j=O 1 ,J 
= 0,1,2, ... 

(2.4.3) 

A (Givo11e-Roesser) realization of such rin operators is a "2-d sys
tem" 

x1(hl-1,k) = F11 x1(h,k) + F12x2(h,k) + G1u(h,k) 

x2(r.,k+l) = F21 x1(h,k) + F22x2(h,k) + G2u(h,k) (2.4.4} 

y(h,k) = H1x1(h,k) + H2x2(h,k) + Ju(h,I<) 

which yie1ds a., input/output operator of the form (2.4.3) with the 
-~; ,j det~mi n~d by the power series development of the 2-d trans
;er function , (s 1 ,s2) 

(f sl In 
0 

L -i -j 
= T( '1 ,s2) = (Hl H2) . 0 1 /l.. .s1 s2 

i ,j l .J 
s I 

F12ir [G1] l 

n n2 

{F11 
l 

.. 1 

lF 2.1 F22 lG2 
+ 

where Ir is the r x r unit matrix and n1 and n 2 are the 
dimensions of the state vectors x1 and x2. There are obvious 
generalizations to n-d systems, n ~ 3. The question now arises 
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whether every proper 2-d matrix transfer function can indeed by 
so realized. (cf. [Eis] or [So2] for a definition of proper.} A 
way to approach this is to treat one of the Si as a parameter, 
giving us a realization with parameters problem • 

. 
More precisely let Rg be the ring of all proper rational 

functions in s1. In the 2-d case this is a principal ideal domair 
which simplifies things considerably. Now consider T(s1,s2) as 
a proper rational function in s2 with coefficients in R0 • This 
transfer function can be realized giving us a discrete time $YStern 
over R defined by the quadruple of matrices (F(s1), G(s1), 
H(s1), 3(s1)). Each of these matrices is proper as a function of 
s1 and hence can be realized by a quadruple of constant matrices. 
Suppose that 

(FF,GF,HF,JF) rea1izes F(s 1) 

(FG,GG,HG,JG) realizes G(s1) 

(FH,GWHH,JH) realizes H(s1) 

(FJ,GJ,HJ,JJ) realizes J(sl) 

Then, as is easily checked, a realization in the sense of (2.4.4) 
is defined by 

r ~F _: ~F _ ~G- ~ 0 

Fll F 12 l GF : FF 0 0 0 

I F = :: 0 •o FG 0 0 
I 

F 21 F 22J G I 0 FH 0 0 
H I 

FJJ 0 •o 0 0 
I 

JG 

[::] 
0 

G = = GG 

0 

GJ 

H = (Hl H2) = (JF 0 0 HH H), J = JJ 
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his is the procedure followed in [E~s~;_a soli'lewha~ differe~t . 
D:Jroach, .,,fith essentially the same 1n1t:a1 s~ep {1.e. re~l1zat1on 
i t:h pararr:eters, or rea 1; zation over a ring) 1 s followed rn [So2]. 

- 5 Parame!er Uncertaintj'. 

Suppose that we have a system E = (F,G,H) but that we are 
ncertain about some of its parameters, i.e. we are uncertain 
bout the orecise v;ilue of some of the entries of F ,G or H. That 
s., what 1-.·e reallv have is a family of systems z:{e), where 8 
uns tnrouah sor:.e· set B of parameter values, which we assume 
ompa(t. for simplicity assume that we have a one input-one out
u-::: systeir,. Let the transfer function of f.(S) be Te(s) = 
~ (s)/gds). Now suppose we want to stabilize 2: by a dynamic 
i:.n::;:i.;: feedback loop with transfer function P(s) = it1(s)N(s), 
till hei ng uncertain about the value of B. The transfer func
i on of the resulting total system is T(s)/(1-T(s)P(s)). So we 
~an have succeeded if we can find polynomials <P(s) and lj!(s) 
uch that for all s E B all roots of 

gB{S)$(S) - fB(s)<P(s} 

re in the le-ft halfplane, possibly with the extr'a requirement 
hat P(sl be also stdble. The same mathematical question arises 
rom what has been named the blending problem, cf [Ta1]. Tt can
::it al.,,ay::. bs solved. In the special but important case where the 
ncertainty is ju~t a gain factor, i.e. in the case that B is an 
nterv1l £t: 1 ,b2J, b2 > b1 > 0 and T (s) = BT(s), where T(s) 
s a fixed transferfunction, the problOm is solved co~p1etely in 
T al). 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF FAMILIES. FINE MODULI SPACES 

. 1 Jntroductory a:id Motivational Remark:; 

(Hhy classifying families is essentially more difficult than 
l c:ssifying systems and v1hy the set of isomo.rphism c1asses of 
::;,ng1e) systems should be topologized.) 

. Obviou~1y the !irs~ thing to do when trying to classify fami-
1 e~ up to ~somorph1sm is to obt~in a good descr:iption of the set 
f 1somcrp~1sm classes of (single) systems over a field k, that 
s to oota1n a good descri~tion of the sets Lm n (k)/GL (k) = 
, 0 g(k) and of the quotient map L (k) -1-'M'p (k)n This .... ,cd bl · · m.ir.,p mn,p · l 1 1 , ~ 1one e ow rn s~;t1on 3.2 for Lhe subset ot isomorphism 
~ass:s ,or.sets of o~b1~s) of completely reachable systems. Thi.s 
" no~ part1~ularly d1ff1cult (and also well known) nor is it 
verly cor.ipl1cated to ext.end this to a description of all of 
n ,n,o(k.} = Lm.n,p(k)/Gln(k), cf [Haz 6). Though, as we shall 
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see, there are, for the moment, good mathematical reasons• to limit 
ourselves to er systems and families of cr- systems, or, dually to 
limit ourselves to co systems. 

Now let us consid8r the classHicat'ion problem for far.ii lies of 
systems. For definiteness sake suppose we are in.terested (~f. 2.1 
a~d 2.3 a~ove e.g.) in real families of systems ;:(o) "'(F(oJ • G(o), 
H\a)) v1h1ch depend continuously on a real parameter a E "R. The 
obvious, strcightfor..iard and in L'lc:t right thing to do is to pro
ceed as follov1s. For each er E F we have a system E(o). and 
~ence a ~oint Q{o) E Mr.i,n.P.{F) " Lm,n,pfR)/GLnCR). the. set of 
1somorph1sm classes or, equivalently, the set of orbits 1n 
Lm n Q under the action (;::,s),.... z:S of GL 0 ("R) on Lm,n,p(R). 
This'defines a map 9(~_):R .... Mm n p\R), and one's first.guess 
would be that two families 1:,:,:' 'are isomorphic iff the1 r asso
ciated maps tfi(:::), ,p(Z:') are equa1. However, things are not 
that simple as the following example in L1, 2, 1("R) shows. 

Example L (a) = ([: 1 ~ l [: l ( l , 1) ) , 

(3.1.l) 

For each 0 E 1R, l:(o) 

( l 0 l l 0 0-1 
if cJ "/- 0 

0) 
I 

l J 
[:] , ( l , 1a)) 

and L.: 1 (0) are isomorphic via T(a) = 

and via T{cr) = rl 2\ if a == O. Yet 
lo l J 

they are not isomorphic as continuous families, meaning that there 
exists no continuous map "R-+ GL2CR), o .... T{o), such that L: 1 {0) = 

Tk) Z(o) - for all o E "R. One might guess that part of the problem 
is topological. Indeed, it is in any case sort of obvious that one 
should give Mm...n pfR) as much structure as possible. Otherwise 
the map ~'(r): H !. Mm n ("R) does not tell us whether it could 
have come from a conti nugus family. (Of course if E (a) is a 
continuous family §ver "R giving rise to <P(I) and S E Gln(R) 
is such that ?.(0) 1 L:(O) then the discontinuous family 
L:'(o), l:'(o) = 1-(a) for a 1 0, L:'(O) = I{O)S given rise to 
the same map}. Similarly we would like to have <ti(I) analytic 
if Z is an analytic family, polynomial if L: is polynomial, 
dHferentiable if z: 1s differentiable, 

One reason to limit oneself to er sys terns is now that the 
natural topology (which is the quotient topo"logy for n: L ("R) 
--+ Mm n 0 ("1R)) wi 11 not be Hausdorff unless we 1 imi t ourse~~~~pto 
er s'.Ysforns. (It is clear that one wants to put in at least all 
co.er systems). 
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There are more reasons to topologize M (R) and more m,n,p 
generally M n p(k}, where m, , k is any field. For one thing it 
would be nice if M p(R) had a topology such that the isomor-rn, n, 
phism classes of two systems E and l.: 1 were close together if 
and only if their associated input/output maps were close together 
{ i r. some suitable operator topology; say the weak topology); a 
requirerrent which is also relevant tc: the consistency requirement 
of maximum likelihood identification of systems, cf. [De, DOH, Dll, 
9S. Han). Yet topologizing M \~) does not remove the prob-m,n,p 
1em posed by example (3.1. l). Indeed, giving M p(R) the quo-m,n, 
tient topology inherited from l (R) the maps defined by the m,n,p 
families E and r• of example (3.1.l) are both continuous. 

Restricting ourselves to families consisting of er systems 
(or dually to families of co systems), however, will solve the 
problem posed by exa'Tiple {3.1.1). This same restriction will 
also see to it that the quotient topology is Hausdorff and it 
will turn out that Mcr (F}/GL (lR) is naturally a smooth dif-m,n,p n 
ferentiable :nanifold. From the alg>?braic geometric point of view 
we shall see that the quotient Lcr /Gl exists as a smooth m,n.p n 
scheme defined over ll. It is also pleasant to notice that for 
pairs of matrices (F,G) the prestable ones (in the sense of 
[Mu] arP precisely the completely reachable ones [Ta2] and they 
are also the semi-stable points of weight one, [BH]. 

Ideally it would.also be true that every continuous, differ
entiable, polynomial,. •• map ~:F .... Mcr (R) comes from a conm,n,p 
uous, differentiable, polynomial, ••• family. This requires assign
ir.g to each point of Mcr (lR) a system represer.ted by that point m,n,p 
and to do this in an analytic manner. This now really requires a 
slightly !11ore sophisticated definition of family than we have used 
up to now, cf. 3.4 below. And indeed to obtain e.g. all continuous 
map of say the circle into M ("R) as maps associated to a m,n,p 
family one al so needs the same more genera 1 concept of fami 1 i es of 
systew. over the circle. 

3.2 !)esclj_Qtion of the Quotient Set (or Set of Orbits) 

L~:n,p(k)/GL0 (k). 

Let k be any field, and fix n,m,p E"N. Let 
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J = {(O,l),(0,2), ••• ,(0,m); (1,1), ••• ,(l,m); n,m . . . , 
(n,l), ••• ,(n,m)} , {3.2.1) 

lexicographically ordered (which is the order in which we have 
written down the (n+l)m elements of Jn,ml· We use J~ m to label 
the columns of the matrix R{F,G). FE knxn, GE knxm,'cf. 1.3 
above, by assigning the label (i,j) to the j-th column of the 
block F1G. 

A subset a c: Jn m is called nice if {i,j) En .. 
(i-1,j) Ea or i =·~ for all i:Y:- A nice subset with pre
cisely n elements is called a nice selection. Given a nice 
selection a, a successor index of a 1s an element (i,j) E 
Jn m\a such that a u {( i J)Jis nice. For every j 0 E {l, ... ,m} 
tnere is precisely one successor ind€x (i,j) of a with j = j • 
This successor index will be denoted s(a,j ). 0 

0 

Pictorially these definitions look as follows. We write down 
the elements of J in a square as follows (m=4, n=S) n,m 

( 0'1) 

(0,2) 
(0,3) 
(0,4) 

( 1 , l) 
(1,2) 
(1,3) 

(1,4) 

( 2, 1') 

(2,2) 
(2,3) 

(2,4) 

( 3, 1) 

( 3,2) 
(3,3) 
( 3,4) 

( 4, l} 

(4,2) 

(4,3) 

(4,4) 

( s; 1) 

{5,2) 

(5,3) 

(5,4) 

Using dots to represent elements of Jn m and x's to represent 
elements of a the following pictures represent respectively a 
nice subset, a not nice subset and a nice selection. 

• x x • 
x x x x • x x x 
x • • x 

x x • x x x • 

The successor indices of the nice selection n of the third pic
ture above are indicated by *'s in the picture below 

* 

* .. 
(3.2.2) 

x x x * 
We shall use Lm,n(k) to denote the set of all pairs of 

matrices (F,G) over k of sizes nxn and nxm respectively; 
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Lcr (k) denotes the subset of completely reachable pairs (cf. m,n 
1.3 above). For each s~bset SE Jn,m and each (F,G) E Lm,n{k) 
1•2 shall use R(F,G) 6 to denote the matrix obtained from R(F,G) 
by removing all columns whose index is not in s. 

With this terminology and notation we have the following 
lemma. 

3.2.3 Nice Selection Lema 

let (F,G) E l~:n(k). Then there is a nice selection ~ 
such that det(R(F,G} ) ~ O. a 

Proof. let a be a nice subset of Jn m such that the 
columns of R(F,G)a are linearly indeµendenf and such that a 
is maximal 'with respect to this property. Let 

Ct. = {(O,j1), ••• ,(il,jl); 

(O,j2), ••• ,(i2,j2); ••• ; (O,js), .•• ,(is,js)}. 

By the maximality of a. we know that the successor indices 
s{a.,j), j = 1, ..• ,m are linearly dependent on the columns of 
R(F,G). I.e. the columns with indices (i1+1,j1), ••• ,(is+l,j 5 ) 

and (O,t), t E {l, ••• ,m}\fj1, ••• ,js} are linearly dependent on 
the co1umns of R(F,G) 0 • Suppose now that with. induction we have 
proved that all columns with indices (ir+l,jr), r = l, ..• ,s 
and (9.-1,t), t E {1, ••• ,m}\{jl,···•js} arelinearlydependent 
nn th~ columns of R(F,G) 0 , i ~ 1. This gives us certain relations 

i +t 
F r G. = 

Jr 

(where Gt denotes the t-th column of G). Multiplying on the 
left with F we find expressions 

expressing 
columns of 

FiG (. ")Fi+lG t = r a l ,J . , 
(i,j)Ea J 

i +9.+ l 
F r G. = 

Jr 
r. b(i,j)Fi+lG. 

( . . )Ea J 1 ,J 

ir+t+l 
F~t and F G. as linear combination of those 

Jr 
R(F,G) whose indices are either in a or a successor 
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index of a:. ihe latter are in turn linear combinations of the 
columns of R(F,G)Q, so trat we have proved that all columns of 
R(F,G) are linear combinations of the columns of R(F,G)a. Now 
(F,G) is er so that rank(R{F,G)) = n, so that a must have 
had n elements, proving the lemma. 

For each nice selection a we define 

Ua(k) = {(F,G,H) E Lm,n,p(k)jdet(R(F,G)a} 'I 0} (3.2.4) 

Recall that Gln(k) acts on Lm,n,p(k) by (F,G,H)S = 
(SFs-l,sG,HS-1). 

3.2.5. Lemma. Ua is stable under the action of Gln(k) on 
Lm,n,p~k). For each :: E (F,G,H) E Un there is precisely one 

S E Gln{k) such that R(!:S)a= R(SFS- 1,SG)a = In' the n x n 
ide11tity ma-::rix. 

Proof. We have 

R(E5) = R(SFS-l ,SG) = SR(i-,G) = S R(Z) ( 3. 2.6) 

It follows that R(~ 5 la = SR(r)u, which proves the first state
ment. It also follows that if we take S = R(F,G)-1 then 

a 
R(~5 )~ = In and this is also the only S which does this because 

in the equation S R(~)a. = R(ES)a' R(/.)a has rank n. 

3.2.7. lemma. let x1, ..• ,xm be an arbitrary m-tuple of n-vectors 
over 1<---anci let ci be a nice selection. Then there is precisely 
one pair (F,G) E i_cr (k) such that R(F,G) =I, R(F,G)s( J.)= m,n a n a, 
x j, j = 1 , ••• ,m. 

Proof (by sufficiently complicated example). Suppose 
rn = 4:-n= 5 and that a is the nice selection of (3.2.2) 
above. Then we can simply read off the desired F,G. In fact 
we find G1 = x1, G2 = e1. G3 = x3, G4 = e2, F1 = e3, 
F2 = e4• F3 = x2, F4 = es, F5 = x4 . \lriting down a fully 
general proof is a bit tedious and notationally a bit cumbersome 
and it should now be trivial exercise. 

3.2.8. Corollarv. The set of orbits U (k)/Gln(k) is in bijective 
~~-~ a 

correspondence with knm x kpn, and Ua(k) ~ GL 0 (k) x (k011\cl<Pn) 

(as sets with Gl0 {k)-action, where Gln(k) acts on Gln(k) x 

(k 11111 x kpn) by multiplication on the left on the first factor). 
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Proof. This follows immediately from lellll'la 3.2.5 to~ether 
with Ter.i.11.'\ 3.2.7. Indeed givcm E = (f,G,ll)aEUa. Take S = 

F:(F.G)-l and let (F',G',H') "E5• Now define .p: U (k) ... 
a a 

Cln(k) x{knm><kpn) by assigning to (F,G,H) the matrix s-1 , 

141 

th~ m n-vectors R{E5)s(a,j)' j = 1, •.• ,m and the p x n 
matrix fl'. Inversely given a TEGL0 (k), m n-vectors xj• 

j = 1, ••• ,m and a p x n matrix y. let (F' ,G') E L~:0(k) be 

the unique pair such that R(F',G') = 10 , R(F',G') ( ") = x., a s a,J J 
j = 1, ••. ,m. Take H' = y and define 

~· : GL (k) x (knm x kpn) ... U (k) 
n a 

bj 

ip(T ,(x ,y)) = (F' ,G' ,H') T • 

It is trivial to check that$<!>= id, ..pq, =id. It is also easy to 
check that <P comnutes with the GL0 (k)-actionc;. 

3.7.. 9. Th~ C.::. (local) canonir:al forms. For each E E Ua(k) we 
denote wTtn c;~{!:) the triple: · 

c#a(r.) = r5 wi~h S = R(E):1 (3.2.10) 

i.e. c# (I) is the unique triple E' in the orbit of E such 
u 

that R(:~')a= I 0 • Further if z € knm x k"P, then we let 

(Fa{z), G0 (z), Ha(z)) be the triple ~(I 0 ,z); that is if z = 

((x1•···•xm),y) (F (z), G (z), H (z)) is the unique triple such 
that: a a a 

H~{z) = y, z € {(x1, ••• ,xm)' y) € knm x kpn (3.2.11) 

3.2. 12. Remark. Let JTa: Ua(k) -+ knm x kpn be equal to ip: Un(k) -+ 

Gl. 0 (k) x (knm x kpn) followed by the projection on the second 
faci:or. Then T: zi-+ (F (Z), G (z), H (z)) is a section of ir a a a a a 
(1neaning that n -r = id), and c 11_(,. ) = T • Of course, rr 

a a 1'\.i nnm a a 
induces a bijection U (k)/GL {k) -+ k x kP0 • u n 
3.2.13. Description of the set of orbits. L~:n,p(k)/Gln(k). 
Order the set of all nice selections frOl'l Jn,m in some way. 
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For each E E L er let a(l:) be the first nice selection in m,n,p . 
this ordering such that R(F G) is non-singular. t:ow assign 

' a(E} er 
to E the triple c#ct(!.)(E). This assigned to each EE ~m,n,p(k)~ 
GL1,(k) one particu1ur well defined element in its orbit and this 
hence gives complete description of the set of orbits 

er 
lm,n,p{k)/Gln(k). 

3.3 Topologizing !_er {k)/GL (k) = Mcr (k) 
m,n,p n m,n,p 

3.3.l A more "homogeneous" description of M~rn p(k). The 
• ' er ( description of the set of orbits of Gln(k) acting on Lm,n,p k) 

given in 3.2.13 is highly lopsided in the various possible nice 

seleC:tions a.. A more syrrmetric description of ~-1~:n,p(k) is 

obtained as follows. For each nicE:: selection o., let VCl(k) = 

k11m x kpn and 1et for each second nice selection e: 
V 6 (k} = {z E V !det(P.(F (z), t1 (z) )a) ':} 0} a a a a .., 

(3.3.2) 

That is, under the section T : V (k) ... U (k) of 3.2 above which 
Cl a a 

picks out precisely one element of each orbit in U0 (k) Va.6(k) 

correspond$ to these orbits whi eh are al so in US ( k); or equi va
lently V 6(k) = 11 (IJ (k) n u6(k)). We now glue the V (k), a a o. ,J: a 
nice, together along the va6(k) by means of the identifications: 

$aB: VaB(k) ~ VBa(k), $a8(z) = z' .,. 

(Fa(z), Get(z). Hcx(z)) 5 = (Fa(z'). G0 (z'), Ha(z'). 

s = R(Fcx(z), Ga(z))a1 (3.3.3) 

Then. as should be clear from the remarks made just above.· 

Mcr (k) is the union of the V (k) with for each pair of nice m,n,p a 
selections a, B, V 8(k) identified with VSa(k) according to 
(3.3.3). Cl 

3.3.4. The analytic varieties M~:n,p~) and M~:0 • 0 (1t). Now 
let k =- lR or It and give Va(k) = knm x kpn its usual 
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(real) analytic structure. The subsets V 0 (k) c: V (k) are then 
a"' a 

open subsets and the $ae{k) are analytic diffeomorphisms. It 
follows that Mrncrn p~) and Mcr {It) will be r·espectively a , , m,n,p 
real analytic (hence certainly C"') manifold and a complex analy
tic manifold, provided we can show that they are Hausdorff. 

First notice ~hat if we give Lm,n,pCR) and Lm,n,p(t) the 
topology of 'Rmn+n·+np and tn2+nm+np respectively and the open 

subsets Ua{k) and l~:n,p(k), k = 'R, l the induced topo1ogy, 
then the quotient topology for na: Ua(k) -+ Va(k) ~s precisely 
the topology resulting from the id~ntification V (k) ""knm x kpn. 

a 
It fol1ows that the topology of Mcr (k) is the quotient topol-

c m,n,p 
ogy of Lm.rn P(k) ... Lmcrn p(k)/GL (k) = Mcr p(k}. , • , , n rr1,n, 

Now let Gr.,m(n+l)(k) be the Grassmann variety of n-planes 
in m(n+1)-space. For each (F,G), R(F,G} is an nxfTl(n+l} 
matrix of rank n which hence1defines a unique point of 
Gn,m(n+l)(k}. Because R(SFs- ,SG) = SR(F,G) we have that 

(F,G) and (F,G) 5 define the same point in Grassmann space. It 
follows that by forgetting H we have defined a map: 

- er 
R: Mm,n,p(k) -• Gn,m{n+l)(k}, (F,G) .... subspace spanned 

by the rows of R(F ,G}. (3. 3.5) 
2 

In addition we let h: Mcr (k)-+ k(n+l) mp be the map m,n,p 
i.nduced by: 

Al A2 

A2 
h(F ,G,H} = • 

A = HFi-lG, 1· - 1 2n+l i - •...• (3.3.6} 

It is not particularly difficult to show ([Haz 1-3], cf. also 
the realization algorithm in 5.2 below) that the combined map 
(R,h) :Mcr (k) ... G (k} x k(n+1} 2mp is injective. By 

m,n,p n,m(n+l) 
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the quotient topology remar~s above it is then a topological 
embedding, proving that Mcr (k) is a Hausdorff topological 
space. So we have: m,n,p 

3.3. 7. Theorem. Mcr (R) and Mcrn (It) are smooth analytic 
m,n,p m, •" 

manifolds. The sets r·1cr,cO(R) and Mcr,co(it) are analytic 
m,n,p m,n,p 

open su~-manifolds. (These are the sets of orbits of the er and 
co systems, or equivalently the images of Lcr,CO(k) under 

er er m,n,p 
n: Lm n P(k) ~Mm n p(k), k = "R,[). , , , , 

3.3.8. Remark. A completely different way of sho1~ing that the 
quotienCspace r1cr (l<) is a differentiable mdni fold is due m,n,p 
to Martin and Krishnaprasad, [M~J. They show t~at with respect 

to a suitable invariant metric of Lcr,co(k), Gln(k) acts 
properly di;continuously. m,n,p 

3.3.9. The algebraic varieties Mcr (k). r~ow let k be any m,n,p 2 
algebraically closed field. Giving l (k) = kn +nm+np the m,n,p 
Zariski topology and Ua(k) tne induced topology for each nice 

selection a. Then U (k) ~ GL (k) x V (k), V (k) = knm+np also 
a n a a 

as algebraic varieties. The V 0 (k) are open subvarieties and 
CJ.µ 

the <P 6 (!~): V 6(k) ~ V, (k) are isomorphisms of algebraic varie-a a _ ~a 

ties. fhe map (R,h) is still injective and it follows that 

Mcr p(k) has a natural structure of a smooth algebraic variety, 
m.n, 

with Mcr,co(k) an open subvariety. 
m,n,µ 

3.3. 10. The scheme Mcr • As a matter of fact, the defining 
m,n,p er 

pier:es of the algebraic varieties Mm,n,p(k). that is the Va(k), 

and the gluing i sor.iorphi sms <P B ( k) a re a 11 defined over "ll.. So 
er a 

there exists a scheme M over 71. such that for all fields 
m,n,p er 

k the rational points over k,M n P(k), are precisely the m, , 
orbits of Gl (k) acting on lcr (k). For det.ails cf. section 
4 below. n m, n • fl 

3.4. A universal family of linear dynamical systems 

3.4. 1. As has been remarked above it woulci be nice if. we could 
attach in a continuous way to each point of t·1m n,p(k) a system 
over k representing that point. Also it would be pleasant if 
every appr-opriate map from a parameter space V to M~:n,p came 
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from a family over V. Recalling from 2.2 above that systems over 
a ring R can be reinterpre~ed as families over Spec(R), this 
would mean that the isomorphism classes of systems O\ler R would 
correspond bijectively with the R-rational points Mmcr p(R} of 

er ,n, 
the scheme Mm n over ll., cf. 3.3.10. , ,p 

Both wishes, if they are to be fulfilled require a slightly 
more general definition of system than we have used up to now. In 
the case of systems over a ring R the extra ~enerality means that 
instead of considering three matrices F,G,H over R, that is 
three homomorphisms G: Rm~ Rn, F: Rn~ Rn, H: Rn~ RP we now 
generalize to the definition: a projective system over R con
sists of a projective module X as state fllodule together with 
three homomorphisms G: Rm~ X, F: X ~ X, H: X ~RP. Thus the 
extra generality sits in the fact that the state R-module X is 
not required to be free, but only projective. The geometric 
counteq:art of this is a vectorbundle, cf. below in 3.4.2 for the 
precise d~finition of a family and the role the vectorbundle plays. 

In some circumstances it appears to be natural, in any case 
as an intermediate step, to consider even more general families. 
Thus over a ring R it makes perfect sense to consider arbitrary 
modules as state modules, and indeed thes·e turn up naturally when 
doing "canonical" realization theory, cf. [Eil. Ch. XVI], which 
in terms of families means that one may need to consider more gen
eral fib:ations by vector spaces than locally trivial ones. 

3.4.2. Fcim~lies of linear dynamical s;istems (over a topological_ 
space). Let V be a topological space. A continuous family E 
of real linear dynamical systems over V (or parametrized by V) 
consists of: · 

(a) a vectorbundle E over V 
(b) a vec.torbundle endomorphism F: E -+ E 
(c) a vectorbundle morphi·sm G: V x Rm ... E 
(d} a vectorbundle morphism H: E -+ V x RP 

For each v E V let E(v) be the fibre of E over v. Then we 
have homomorphisms of vector spaces G(v):{v} x Rf"-+ E(v), F(v): 
E(v) ~ E(v), H(v): E(v} ~ {v} x RP. Thus choosing a basis in 
E(v), and taking the obvious b~ses in {v}_x Rm and {v} x~P 
we find a triple of matrices F(v), G(v}, H(v}. Thus the data 
listed above do define a family over V in the sense that they 
assign to each v E V a linear system. Note however that there 
is no natural basis for E(v) so that the system is really only 
defined up to base.change, i.e. up to the GLn(lR) action, so that 
what the data (a)-td) really do is assign a point of Mm,n,p(R)' to 
each point v E V. -
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As E is a vectrobundle we can find for each v E V an 
open neighborhood W and n-secticns s1 •••• ,sn: W ~ Elw such 
chat s1(w), ••• ,wn{w) E E(w) are linearly independent for all 
w E W. Writing out matrices for F(w), G(w), H(w) with respect 
to the basis s1{w), ••• ,sn(w) (and the obvious bases in 
{w} x 'Rm and tW} Y. 'RP), ·fie see tha·c over H the family E 
can indeed be described as a tr)ple of matricgs depending con~ 
tinuous ly on parame:ters. Inversely if (F ,G,H,) is a triple of 
matrices depending continu0usly or. a parameter v E V, then 
E =_V x nn, F(v,x) = (v,F(v)x), F(v,u) = (v,G(v)u), H(v,x) = 
(v,H(v)x) define a family as desr.r~bed above. Thus locally the 
new definition agrees (up to isomcrph1sm} with the old intuitive 
one we have been using up to now; globally it does not. 

llere the appropriate notion of isomorphism is of course: two 
families E = (E; F, G, H) and z• = (E'; F', G', H') over V 
are isomorphic if there exists a vectorbundle isomorphism 
~: E ~ E' such that F'~ =~F. 4G = G', H = H'~. 

3.4.3. Other kinds of families of s~tems. The appropriate defi
nitions of other kinds of famTfleSare obtained from the one above 
by means of r•1inor and obvious adjustment:>. For instance, if V 
is a differentiable (resp. real ~nalytic) manifold then a differ
entiable (resp. real analytic) family of systems consists of a 
differentiable vector bundle E with differentiable morphisms 
F, G, H (resp. an ana~ytic vectorbundle with analytic morphisms 
F, G. H). And of course isomorphisms are supposed to be differ
entiable (resp. analytic). 

Similarly if V is a scheme (over k) then an algebraic 
family consists of an algebraic vectorbundle E over V together 
with morphisms of al!)ebraic vectorbundles F: E ~ E, G: V x f..m ~ E, 
H: E -+ V x JAP. where #-.r is the (vectorspace) scheme Ar(R) = Rr 
(with the obvious R-module structure). 

Sti 11 more variations are possible. E.G. a complex analytic 
family (or holomorphic family) over a complex analytic space V 
would consist of a complex analytic vectorbundle E with complex 
analytic vec~orbundle homomorphisms F: E-+ E, G: V x am~ E. 
H: E ~ V x It • 

3.4.4. Convention. From now on whenever we speak about a family 
of systems it will be a family in the sense of (3.4.2) and (3.4.3) 
above. 

3.4.5. The canonical bundle_~ Gn r(k). Let Gr (k) be the 
Grassman manifold of n-ulanes 111 r-space (r > n). et E{k) ~ 
Gp r(k) be the fibre bundle whose fibre over x E Gn r(k) is 
tne n-plane in kr represented by the point x. If ~ = R or 
It this is an analytic vector bundle over Gn r(k). More generally 
ally this defines an algebraic vectorbundle ~ over the scheme 
6n.r· 
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this defines an algebraic vectorbundle E over the scheme 
G r· n, 

In tenns of trivial pieces and gluing data this bundle can 
be described as follows. Let M~;~(k) be the space of all n x r 
matrices of rank n and let rr : wixr( ~) .... G ( k) be the map reg n, r 
whi;::h associates to each nxr matrix of rank n then-space 
in knr !'>panned by its row vectors. Then the fibre over E(x) 
of E over x ( Gn r(k) is precisely the vector space of all 
linear cor.1binaticns'of any element in n-l(x). From this there 
res~lts the following local pieces the gluing data description 
of Gn r(k) and E(k). For each subset a of size n of 
{l,2,.:.,r} let U~(k) bethesetofall nxr matrices A 
such that Aa is invertible, let V~(k) = kn(r-n) and for each 
l E V~(k),_z = {z, •... ,zf_n), Zi E kn, let Aa(z) be the unique 
nxr matrix such that Aa(z))a=I and A.(z)tr·i=zj where 
t(j) runs through the elements of {~,2 •..• ,rJ-u trl the natural 
order. j = l, ••• ,r-n. Then GQ r(k) consists of the V~(k) 
glued toge~her a~ong the. v~6 (k;'= {z E V~(k)jA0(z) 6 is invertible} 
Dy mean!> ot the i somorph1 sms: 

.Ji' 6( k): v '6 ( k) ~ v ~ ( k), z ~ z •· ~ (A ( z) 13 )-1 Ji c z) = A0 ( z • ) 
u a µCt a a " 

(3.4.7) 

(Note how very similar this is to the pieces and pdtching data 
description of Mcr (k) given in 3.3.1 above; the reason is m,n,p . er 
understr.ndable if one ooserves that the map R: L P(k) -+ 
n·<(n+l)m - er m,n, 

M (k), induces a map R: M (k) .... G ( +l) (k), which reg m,n,p n, n m 
is compatible with the local pieces and patching data for the two 
spaces). 

The bundle E(k) over Gn r(k) can now be described as fol
lows. Over each V'(k) c G r(k) we can trivialize E(k) as 
fo 11 O ... IS: a n • 

V~(k) x kn Cj E(k)lv~(k)' (z,x) ~ xTA0 (z) . (3.4.8) 

It follows that the bundle E(k) over G0 r(k) admits the follow
ing local pieces and patching data descripiton which is compatible 
with the 1ocal pieces and patching data description given above 
for Gn r(K). The bundle E(k) consists of the local pieces 
E~(k) ='v~(k) x kn glued together along the E S(k) = V1 13 (k) x kn 
by means of the isomorphisms: a a 

;p I : v I ( k) x kn Cj v I ( k) x kn aB aB Sa 
(z,x) t-+ (~~B(z). (A0 (z)8)Tx) {3.4.9) 
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Tge bundle which is really of interest to us is the dual bundle 
E to E described by the local pieces Ed(k) = V'(k) x kn 
glued together ~Y the patching data: a a 

~d: V',(k) x k11 ~ V' (k) x k11 
qaB as Sa 
(z,x) .... (~~6 (z), (Au(z) 6)-1x) (3.4.10) 

(note that the gluing isomorphisms ;f~B are compatible with the 
projecLions Ed(k) ~ V'(k) and the cl~ing isomorphisms $ 1 6 a a J a 
for G11 ,r(k); note also that all three sets of gluing data 

I :;: o -0 • • • h h -d -d -d cpae.• ~nB' <Po.B are trans1i:1ve in t e sense tat <Psy o .po:f3 rpay 
are similarly for the ~· and ~'). 

3.4. 11. The underlying vector bundle of the universal family over 
Mcr (k). The rr.ap R: L er (k) --+ Mnx(n+l Jm(k) (F G H\ R(F G) m,n,p m,n,p reg ' • ' ' 1-> ' 

induces a map. 

~: M~:n.p(k) .... Gn,(11+1)m(k) 

(because R(~ 5 ) = SR(Z), S € Gln(k)). 

(3.4.12) 

If k =F. or 0:, (3.4.12) is a morphism between analytic 
manifolds ... rin general (3.4.12) defines a morphisrp between the 
schemes M~ n p and G ( +l) • No~ let Eu = R·Ed, the pull-m, , n, n m d 
back by means of ~ of the "canonical" bundle E described 
above in (3.4.5). 

Now recall that Mcr (k) was obtained by gluing the m,nmp 
various pieces V (k) = k11 x kPn together, where a runs 

I.~ 

through all nice selections from Jn,m· In terms of this descrip-
tion Eu{k) can be described as follows: Eu(k) consists of 
pieces E~(k) = Va(k) x kn = knm x kpn x kn, one for each nice 
selection a. For edch pair of nice selections E~13 (k) = 
V a(k) x kn c V (k) x kn. Now for each pair of nice selections 

tlf.' - <l u u 
a,p let ~aB(k): E~3 (k) ~ Eea(k) be the isomorphism: 

; a(k)(z,x} = (~ 0 (z), (R(F (z), G (z)) 0 )-l x) (3.4.13) aµ aµ a a µ 

where ·~aS: Va6(k) .... v6a(k) is the isomorphism of 3.3 above 
(which describes how the v.,/k) should be glued together to give 
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Mm,n,p{k), and \x(k)-+ Ua(k), z .... (FCL(z), Get(z), llcx(z)) is 
the sectio~ T described above in (3.2.12). Then Eu(k) is 

a u · ua 
obtained by gluing together the E (k) along the E 8(k) by 
means of the isomorphisms (3.4.13)~ a 

149 

3.4.14. Construction of a universal family of er systems. Let 
Eu(k) over Mcrn p(k) be the bundle described above and view it m, , 
as obtained via the patching data (3.4.13). Recall also that, 
cf. (3.3.3) above: 

z' ~ (F (z), G (z), H (z))5 = a a a 

(F8(z'), G13(z'), H8(z'j) {3.4.15) 

with S = R(F (z), G {z))13-l 
Cl CL 

For each nice selection a we now define J bundle endomorphism 
F0 (K) of E0 (k) = V (k) x kn and bundle morphisms Gu(k): 

et m a u au u a 
V.(k) >: k -+ E (k), H (k): E (k)-+ V (k).x kP. These are defined 
a~ fo 11 m1s : a a a Cl 

Fu(k) (z,x) = (z,Fa(z)x) :x 

G~(k) (z,u) = (z, G0 (z)x) (3.4.16) 

H~ ( k) ( z, x) = ( z, Ha ( z) x) 

We now claim that these bundle morphisms are compatible with the 
gluing isomorphisms (3.4.13), which means that we must prove the 
commutativity of the diagram be1ow for each pair of nice selec
tions a, 13. 

Gu Fu Hu a U CL a 
V ·Xkp vaaxkm -

E __ _, EU -·-CLfj CLt3 aB 

l•asx1du j~•B l~aS [vid (3.4.17) 

~U l H~ GS rB 
m u EU V xkP v13axk --+ Ef3a _,. 

f3a 
-----+ Sa 

11~erP. we have abbre_vi ated various notations in obvious ways. Now 
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~n!)G~(z,u) :; ~a8 (z, G0 (z) u) by {3.4.16) 

(q,08 (z}, R(Fa(z), G)z))e1 Ga (z) u) 

= (q,a8(z), G8(z 1 ) u) 

= Gu(qi08 x id(z, u)) 

by (3.4.13) 

by (3.4.15) 

by (3.4.16) 

proving the co1T111utativity of the left most square of (3.4.17). 
Simi 1arly: 

= ~ 0 (z, F (z) x) by (3.4.16) Oµ a 

=- (ip 0 (z), R(F (z), G (z)) 13-l F (z) x) «µ a a a 
by (3.4.13) 

($08 (z), F8(z') R(Fa(z), G0 (z))s1x) 
by { 3.4. 15) 

proving the commutativity of the middle square of (3.4.17). And 
finally, and completely analogously: 

u u . -1 H8$a13 (z,x) = 118(<Pa13 (z), R(Fa(z), Ga(z)} 13 x) by (3.4.13} 

= ($ 0 (z), H0 (z? R(F (z), G (z)}~ 1 x) a,, µ a a "' 
by ( 3.4.16) 

($ 8(z), H (z) x} a a 

= ($aB x id) (H~(z,x)) 

proving the commutativity of the last square of (3.4.17). 

Thus the F~, G~, H~ combine to define bundle morphisms 
Fu{k): Eu(k)-+ Eu(k), Gu: Mcrn P(k) x km-+ E0(k), Hu(k): Eu{k)-+ m, , 
Mcr (k) x kP. m,n,p 

If k = R or a, Fu(k), Gu(k), H0 (k) are morphisms of 
analytic vector bundles. Algebraically speaking the Fu(k), 
GU(k), HU(k) for varying k are parts of morphisms cf algebraic 
vector bundles over the scheme r-1cr , which are defined over -U... m,n,p 
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3.4.18. The pullback construction. Let V be a topological 
space and $: V-+ M~rn p(P.) a continuous map. Let ~u = 

lSl 

u u u u •• 
(E ; F , G , H ) be the universal family of systems constrycted 
above. Then associated to .p we have- an induced family .p·ru 
over V (obtained by pullback). The precise formulas are as 
follows: 

I U U 
- $"E = {(v,x) E V x E !.P(v) = n(x)} • where 

n: Eu -+ Mcr (R) is the bundle projection; the m,n,p 1 
b1.mdle projection of <J>"Eu is defined by (v,x) .... v; 

- q,!Fu (v,x) ~ (v, Fux) E $!EU 

- • !Gu y , : (v,u) ~ (v, Guu) E $!Eu 

e: ~!(Mcr (R) x RP)= V x 'RP m,n,p - i:;!Hu: (v,x) ;-. (v, Hux) 

Obviously 4>!Eu is (up to isomorphism) the family of systems over 
V such thdt the system over v e: V is (up to isomorphism) the 
:;ystem over r,i(v) in the family Eu. 

If V and ~ are differentiable (resp. real analytic) there 
results a differentiable (resp. real ar.a1ytic) family over V. If 
qi: V-+ Mcr ([) is a morphism of complex analytic manifolds there . m,n,p 
results a complex analytic family and on the algebraic-geometric 
side of things if ip: V-+ M~rn g is a morphism of schemes one 
finds thus an algebraic family' ver the scheme V. 

3.4. 19. The topological fine moduli theorem. Let V be a topo
logical space and E a continuous family of completely reachable 
systems over V. Then there exists a uniyue continyous map 
+-= V -+ ~1cr0 p(R) such that E is isomorphic to cp·r.u (as con-m, , 
tinuous families; i.e. there is a bijective correspondence between 
continuous maps V ... Hmcr P(R) and isomorphism classes of contin-,n, 
~ous families over V). 

3.4.20. The algebraic-geometric fine moduli theorem. Let V be 
a scheme and i: an algebraic fomi ly of er sys terns over V. Then 
there exists a unique ri1orphi~m of schemes o: V ... M~:n,p such 
that r is isomorphic to $"Eu over V. 

3.4.21. On the proof of these theorems. First consider the topo
logic~l case. fhe map q, associated to r. is defined as follows. 
For each v E V we have a system >:(v). which uniquely determines 
ar, isomorphism class of linear dynamical systems (cf. (3.4.2)); 
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that is, it uniquely defines a point cp(v) of Mcr p~) which m,n, 
is the space of all isomorphism classes of er systeMs (of the 
dimensions under consideration). This ~ is obviously continu
ous. Now i:U(z) for all z E Mcrn (lR) represents z. So, by 

I U m, ,p 
3.4.18, L: and cp·z are two continuous families of er systems 
over V such th::it for all v E V, l:(v) and <t>·l:U(v) are iso
morphic. It follcMs that the families Z and l:' = cp!zu are 
iscw.orphic us continuous families. The rGason is the following 
r~gidity property: if (F, G, H), (F', G', H') E Lcr (lR) are m,n,p 
isomorphic then the isomorphism is unique. Indeed, if S is an 
isomorphism then we must have SR(F, G) = R(F', G') so that if 
a 1 s a nice selectio~ sufh that R(F,G)Q is invertible, then 
S=R(F',G')a\R.(F,G\)-. Thestatementthat Zand L:' over 
V are isomorphic if t~ey are pointwise isomorphic results as 
follm·1s. For every ·.: E V there is a V' 3 v such that the 
bundles E and (• of Z and t.:' are trivial over V' so 
that ave~ V' the families Z and L:' are simply (up to isomor
phism) continuously varying triples of matrices (F(v'), G(v'), 
H(v')), (F'(v'), ::l'(v'), H1 (v 1 )), v' E V'. Let o: be a nice 
selection such th~t R(F(v), G(v))o: is invertible. Restricting 
V' a bit c.ore if necessary we can assume that R(F(v'), G(v')) 
is invet't:.ible for a~l v' E: V'. Then S(v') = R(F 1 (v 1 ),G'(v 1 ))0: 
(R(F(v'), G(v' ))a)- 1 is a continuous family of invertible matr!fces 
taking i.:(v') into r.'(v') for a1l v' E V'. Thus r. and l:' 
are ·1son1orphic over some slilall neighborhood of every point of V. 
The isomorphisms in question must agree on the intersections of 
these neighborhoods, agairi by i..he rigidity property. It follows 
that these local isomorphisms com!::>ine to define a global isomor
phism over all of V from E to E'. 

A more formal and also more formula based version of this 
argument can be found in [Hazl]. The scheme theoretic version 
(theorem 3.4.20) is based on the same rigidity property, cf. 
section 4 below for so.11e details. 

3.4.2~. Remark. In [HK} I claimed that the underlying bundle Eu 
of the universal family r.u ~as the pullback by means of n (cf. 
3.3.5)) of the bundle E over Gn(n+l)m whose fibre over z was 
the n-plane represented by z. As we hav~ seen it is not; instead 
ELI is the pullback of the dual bundle E of E. Now the deter
minant bundle of Ed is a very ample 'line bundle (rather than 
the determinant bundle of E) so that the argument in [HK] to 
prove that Mm n is not quasi affine is correct modulo two 
errors which cancel each other. 
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4. THE CL.e.SSIFYING "SPACE" Mcr m,n,p 
CLASSIFIES OVER ll. 

IS3 

IS DEFINED OVER ll AND 

Mainly for completeness and tutorial reasons I give in this 
section the algebraic-geometric details of the remarks 3.3.10 
arid 3.4.20 that there exists a scheme t1cr over lZ. of er m,n,p 
which the varieties Mm,n,p(k), cf. 3.3.9, k an algebraically 
closed field, are obtained by base change and that this scheme is 
classifying for algebraic families of er systems, and thus in 
particular classifying for er systems over rings (with possibly 
n projective module as state module}. 

Those \o1ho are not particularly interested in the algebraic
geometric details can skip this section without consequences for 
their understanding of the remainder of this paper. There is in 
any case nothing difficult about what follows below and anyone who 
h~s once seen, say, the construction of the Grassmann schemes or 
orojective soaces over ll, will have no d~fficulties in supplying 
all details for himself from what has been said in section 3 above. 
All 'de are really doing below is rewriting a number of formulas of 
section 3 above using capital letters instead of small ones. This 
does take ~ certain number of pages, though. It se2med desirable 
tv i nc 1 ude these, as, judging from the audience 1 s remarks during 
the or3l presentation of these lectures, there is, perhaps rightly 
sc, a distinct unwillingness in acceptinq without further proof 
a statemer.t on the part of the lecturer like "the algebraic-geome
tric version of this theorem is proved similarly." 

4. 1 Definition of the scheme er 
Mm,n,p· For each n4ce se1ecti-On 

'::t c: ,J 1 et n,m 

V~ Spec(ZZ [X~j,Y~s; i = l, ••• ,n, j = 1 , ••• ,m, 

r=l,. •• ,p, s=l,. •• ,n]) (4.1.l) 

Let H~.(Y) be the p x n matrix (Ya ), and let (Fa(X),Ga(X)) 
be the'" unique pair of matrices over rszz (Xij] such that 

R(F (X),G (X)) I , R(F (X),G (X)) ( .) = a a a n a a s a.,J 

j = l , ... ,m 

~here the s(a,j) are the m successor indices of a, cf. 3.2). 
Finally for each pair of nice selections a,S let da8(x) E ll[Xijl 
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be the element 

(4.1.3) 

and let V_~ be the open subscherr.e of V~ 
with res:>dt to d (X) i e 

obtained by localizing 
u..d . ' • • 

v (< .:; Spee ( li'.'. [ x~ . 'yU • rJ n ( x ) - l J ) 
4~ 1J rs aµ 

(4.1.4) 

Now for each p3ir of nice selections 
formulas 

ci,S write down the 

SuS(X)-lFa(X)SaB(X) = F6(X) 

S.-;fi(X)- 1 G,~(X) = G6(X), ~\x(Y)Sa!?{X) HS(Y) (4.1.5) 

\'/here 

S _(X) = R(F (X).G (X))n 
.(;5 u ·o. I"' 

(4.1.6) 

Bec&use the entries cf 
or x'.0. for some 1 ,j 

F6(X) and G,,(X) are eqLrn1 to zero, 1 
and because the ( r,s )-th entry of Hs(Y) 

1 1 
is y.:· , tf1;:: For111ulae (4.1.5) provide us with certain expressions rs , 
for th" X~. and vB in terms of the X .. , Y whi eh by i.: r,s 1J rs• 
(4.1.~i) M1d (4.1.3) (Clnd the usual formula for matrix inversion) 
can b2 '"'·itt,?n as polynomials in x-::., yo. d (x)-1 > say 

Then 

X~-
lJ 

yB 
rs 

1 J rs • et$ 

define~ an is0mcrphism of rings. 

13 B '° ( X}-1] ~- - [ et va d ( )-1 Zl[X . . ,Y , ...... , ~ ll. X1.J.,1 c' f). Y. ) 1 J rs ~·;·J r - a ) 

It follows from 4.1.5 that (with the obvious notaiions) 

(4.1.7) 
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* -1 ~aBR(FS(X),G8 (X)) ~ Sae(X) R(Fa(X),Ga(X)) 

(4.1.9} 

* a;'.': these formulae describe 1'o:S completely. It follows that 

* * qi 0 d,, ( X) = :p " det(R( Fs(X),Gl3(X}) ) = aµ µex 1)0 a 
det(sa6(X})-l = da8(x)-l 

* SC: that tP as 
* The ,;, 

"ae induce isomorphisms of open subschemes 

(4.1.10) 

and Mcr is now the scheme obtained by gluing together the m,n,p 
schemes V'-', for all nice selections a, by means of the iso
,: .. 01·phisms qi q• 

a.-

As in section 3 above one can now embea Mcr into a pro-m,n,p 
duct of a Grassmanni ar. over ll. and an affine space over '"D.. to 
see that MCr is a separated scheme. m,n,p 

For ~ach nice selection a let v~0 be the open subscheme 
c:- v(l dP.fined by 

Vco = u Spec(ll [Xa1.J.,Yar~'Q(F (X),H {v»:11 (4.1.11) 
a " a a 1 y 

.:~;'2re y runs through a 11 the nice selections of the set of row 
i rdices ~ip,n of Q( F a(X) ,Ha(Y)). Then the <Pas restrict to give 
i sorncqJh i snis. 

yCO = VCO n V • 
cxB a c.B co 

~~~ we obtain the 

Gluing together the Vco 
a 

open subscheme Mcrn,cop of 
m, ' 

To see how all these abstract formulas look in 
sider the case m = 2, n = 2, p = 1. In this case, 
~hree nice selections a,6,y c J 2,2, viz. 

et= {(O,l),(0,2)}, fl = {(0,1),{1,l)} , 

(4. 1. 12) 

by means of 
er 

Mm,n,p• 
concrete con
there are 

y {(0,2),(l,2)} {4.1.13) 
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We have 

f xl) 
x:1] r: l 11 

F ( X) l x~l , Get. ( X) = H (Y) = (Y~,Y~) a. \l 

X22 1, 

r: 
X~l 1 

[: 

xB l 
F8(X} , G8{X) 12 - 13 s 

= = a]' Ha(Y) - (Y1,Y1) 
x~l J X22 

r: 
Xiz xT1 ll 

F {X) = , G ( X) = 

oj' 
Hy ( y ) = ( y i , y ~} y 

X~2 
y 

x~l 
\ 

Thus 

da.B(X) 
a rj ( X) Cl. 

d8/X) 
_ B 8 B B B 

= x21· o.y = -Xl2' - X12x12 + x12x21x22-

B f3 B 
x,,x22X22 

d,., (X} = X~2 , d (X) = -X11 • dyB(X) - xY xY + xY xY x" -
i:iC! yet - 11 11 11 22 21 

Y xY xY 
X21 21 12 

[1 
0. 

r: 
X:11 

xll 

Sa.S(X) 
a 

, S~cx(X) = 

lo X2l x22J 

[: 

a 
xT1 11 X21 

S {X) = ' \cx(X) = 
a.y a y 

x22 X21 01 

B B B 

ri.i Xi2X~l x,2 x,,x22 

S 'X) = ' \s(X) = 6Y\ 
B B B S x}, y y ~· 

X22 X12+X21X22 Xl l + Xz2X21 
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* Thus for example the two isomorphisms 
by 

* «Paa and ~ 13'.Y. are given 

77 [Xa ya (Xa )-1 1 71.. rxB y6 (Xe )-1 1 
IL • ~ 1 t 21 ... • • • • t 22 1.i r . lJ r 

va ( B }-1 13 a ( B )-1 
"11 .,_. - X22 X12• X21 r. X22 

x~2 I-+ xi1X~2 - X~2X~1 - (X~2>-lx~2X~2 
a ( f3 )-1 a a 

x22 ..... X22 x12 + X21 

a .f3 et (13)-lS ("13)-1813 yl 1-+ fl, y2,.... X22 Y2 - X22 Y1X12 

and one che~ks without trouble that indeed d~0(X)-1 = (x~2 )-l 
gets marped into ll (X~j,Y~,(X~ 1 )-l] and d013 (x)-l = (Xll)-1 
· t 7l. rvB y0 (Xe )-l] d th t. d d * ·.i.* - "d rn o •"ij' r' 22 an a in ee ct>aa o 'l'aa - , • . 
.i-: o ·~\ = id. (The formulas are not always so simple; for 

!-':"t Cti.; * * 
instance the formulas for cp:>y and 4> B are a good deal more 
complicated. µ Y 

4.2. Small Intermezzo: Completely reachable systems over a ring, 

A system l: = (F ,G,H) over a ring R is said to be completely 
reachable if R(F,G): Rr ~Rn, r = (n+l)m is a surjective map, 
cf. e.y. [Sol) or [Rou]. This is equivalent to each element of the 
family ~(;:) = (F(p),G(p),H(p}), p E Spec(R) being completely 
reachable. Indeed R(F ,G): Rr ... Rill is surjective if it is sur
jective mod every maximal ideal [Bou, Ch. II, §3.3, Prop. 11] 
and the statement follows. 

4.3. The Aloebraic Geometric Version of the Nice Selection lemma. 

The next thing to do is to discuss the algebraic•geometric 
ver-sion of the nice selectiOn lemma, 3.2.3. Recall that this 
lemma says that if the system'(F,G,H) over a field k is er then 
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there is a nice selection a such that R(F,G)a is invertible. 
Now let (F,G,H) be a er system over a ring R, which per defini
tion means that R(F,G): Rr - Rn, r (n+l)m. is surjective, which 
in turn is equ1val~nt to condition that the systems E(p) = 
(F(p),G(p),H(p) over k(p), the quotient field of R/p, are er 
for a11 prime ideals p. Then of course one does not expect the 
existence of a nice selection a such that R(F,G}~ is an invert
ible matrix over R; after all E = (F,G,H) should be interpreted 
as a family and not as a single system. 

For a continuous topological family E(cr) over a topological 
space M the nice selection lemma implies that there is a finite 
co'v'ering M = Lt U,1 such that for all a E Ua, R(F{cr),G(o))ci is 
invertible. And this property generalizes nicely. 

4.3. 1. Lenma. Let E = {F,G,H) be a er system over a ring R. 
For eachriice selection ex let da = det(R(F,G)(,"(). Then the ideal 
generated by tne d~ is the whole ring R. (This means of course 
that the Ua = SpcctR[da1]) cover all of Spec(R)). 

Proof. Let I be the ideal generated by the da, a nice. 
Supposethat I 1 R. Then there is a ma.>..imal ideal m such that 
I cm. Consider E(m) = (F(m),G(m),H(m)). Then det(R(I(m))a) = 0 
in R/rri for all a, shmvin9 that L:(m) · is not er (by the old nice 
selection lemma 3.2.3 over the field R/m) which contradicts the 
assumption that I.: was er. 

To state the more global version of this lemma we need a bit 
of notation. Let >.: be a family of er systems over a scheme V. 
For each nice selection a we define 

(4.3.2) 

This definition seems a bit ambiguous at first because R(E(v)) 
derends on what basis we choose in the state space of E(v) and 
hence is only defined up to multiplication on the left by an 
n x n invertible matrix with coefficients in k(v). This matrix 
being i~vertible, however, means that the whole symbol group 
det(R(E(v))Q) 1 0 makes perfectly good sense so that Ua is· 
well def"i nea. Of course Ua is an open subscheme of V. 

4.3.3. Lemma. Let E be a family of er systems over a scheme 
V. For each nice selection a let U be as in (4.3.2). Then 

u U =V a 
an1ce a • 

This follows immediately from lemma 4.3.1 because V can be 
covered with affine schemes Spec(Ri) (such that moreover the under
lying bundle of E is trivial over each Spec{R;)). 
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4.4. The Universal Bundle Eu over rfr • The universal -- -- m,n,p 
bundle Eu over Mcr is constructed just as in 3.4.ll above. m,n,p 
Writing things out in relentness detail one obtains the following 
algebraic-geometric local pieces and patching data des~ription. 

For each nice selection ex let 

( a a a a ) n E =Spee 7l. [X . .,Y ] ® znz1, ••• ,Zn] = V xfA 
c~ 1 J rs ex ( 4. 4. l ) 

where "!!. [X~'j'Y~5 ) is as in 4.1.1; i.e. Spee 7l.[X~j.Y~J =Va. 

Let 

-rra : f. ... V 
Cl. Cl. 

(4.4.2) 

be the projection induced by the natural inclusion 

* . 77 [ u u ] Cl. a za] 
-rra • u.. Xij'Yr,s c: 7l. [Xij'Yr,s• t . 

Define for each pair of nice selections a,S. 

~ a a r )-1 } n E08 =Spee 7l[Xij'Yr,s•Zt,daB\X l = va6xA 
(4.4.3) 

and let 

(4.4.4). 

be the isomorphism given by the ring isomorphism 

* B 6 8 -1 a ex a ( )-1 
q;aB : 7l. [Xij'Yrs'zt,daa(X) 1 ... "ll [Xij'Yrs•2t•dae X 1 

(4.4.5) 

given by 
x~ .... ~ D(i,j)(Xa),Y6 ~ $ ~<r.s)(X ,Y ), 

lJ CXi.> r ,s a., 

Z~ ... ~a6 (t)(Xa,Z~) (4.4.6) 

where the ~ (t)(X°',Z0 ) 
Ctp 

are defined by the equality 

r;pttB ( 1 )( Xa ,Za) l r1 
= sal3(x)-1 ; . I 

I 
9rxR(n}(Xa ,Za) J z~J 
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The ~c:c.S are compatible (by their definition) with the ~o.$ 
in thc::t the folfowing diagram cor1rr.utes for each pair of nice sel
ections a,;3. 

(4.4.8) 

It follows that by gluing the E 
we obtain a vector bundle Eu. a 

together by m~ans of the ~as 

n : Eu Mcr 
.... 1·m,n,p (4.4.9) 

4.5. The tlorphism into Mcr Associated to an Alqebraic n1,n ,p -
_Fa'.!]_i...]_v_ of er .?.x_stems. l·le start with the case that the underlying 
Ve(tor bundle E of the family ~ is trivial and that the 
pilrJmetri zing scheme Ii is affine. i.: is then described by a 
riPg R, V = Spec(R), E = Spec(~CZ1, .•. ,Znl, n : E .... V induced 
by 1.he natural inclusion R ... R[Zl , ••• ,ZnJ, and vector bundle 
horn~1niorphisms F: E ... E, G: Spec(R[U1 , ••• ,U;n]) ... E, H: E-> 
Spt:·c\R[Y1,. •. ,Y111 J). ThE: fact that these morphisms are vector 
bund1e homomorphisms is reflected by the fact that the associated 
homomorphisms of rings 

* * F : R(Z 1 , ••• ,An] ... R[Z 1, ... ,Zn], G : R(Z 1,. .. ,Z 11 ] .... 

R[Ul ,. •• ,Um], H*: R(Yl , ... ,Y] .... R[Zl ,. • .,Zn] 

c;re firstly ;{-algebra homomorphisms and further of the fori;i 
11 m n 

-= Lg .. u., H*(v.) = l:h .. Z-
j=l lJ J l j=l lJ J 

* '"' * F (Z.) = L.-f .. z., G (Z.) 
1 .j=l lJ J 1 

(4.5. 1) 
where the F g .. , h. . are e 1 ements of R. This defines a 'ij' lJ lJ 
triple of matrices r = (f;j), G = (gij), R = (h;j). For each 

nice selection a let S = R(F,8) , d = det(S) ER, let u a a ~ 

U =Spec(R[d- 11), and let V "Sp2c(Zl[X'f.,yo. J) be "the nice-a. u et i J rs 
selection-~-pie:e of Mcr p" of 4.1 above. No~ define m,n, · 

l.fJ : u ... v - a a a 
(4.5.2} 
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by the morphism of rings 

* (4.5.3) 

given by 

x': . .-. i-th entry of the column vector s··lR(F,G) ( .) 
lJ a s ~.J 

yfJ. ..... r-th entry of the column s of the matrix ns 
rs a 

. (4.S.4) 

where sh,j) is the j-th successor. index of ~he nic~ selection 
.:., cf. 3.2 above. Or. using the obv10us notation, 1J! is defined 
hy 0. 

~···~(R(F (x),G (X)) = s-1 R(F'.F.), iµ* H (Y) = Rs 
o. a et a a a a 

(4.5.5} 

rio1-1 let S be a second nice selectio~. HP. claim that the 
,,.ex and ~'S d9ree on ll,, n u6 = Spec(R[d(; ,ds l J). In view of 
!low the 'J , V0 ai·e glued together to obtain 11cr this means a IJ • m,n,p 
tnat we must prove the rnn:.-nutativity of the diagram 

ll. cxC: .,{1 ,d s(x)-1 J ,,,* 
"!\ 0. lJ rs a -~ 

I 4>:s ~ R[d~ 1 .ct$ 1 J (4.5.6) 

13 ~ -1 ~ljJ* 
ll. [ X i j' y rs ' d Bo. ( X ) ] e 

flote first that 

* 

l/J:(R(Fc/X) ,Ga(X)s):: s~ 1 R(~.G)s = s~ 1 sH 
(4.5.7) 

s~ that \jJ a does ir,deed map da8 (x)-l into R[d~1 ,de 1 J. Now 
YB is described by 

* l)JB(R(F8(x),Ga(X)) 

and on the other hand 

= 1µ: (\tf3{X)-lR(Fa(X),Ga(X))) 

(by (4.1.9)) 
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= s; 1 sas;1 R(~.~) 
(by (4.5.7) and (4.5.5)) 

-1 (- ") s13 R F ,t> 

* * \·1hich fits perfectly with (4. 5.8). Similarly tjlaipaBHi3(X) = 

w·H_ (Y)S_n(X) = Rs s-1s6 = Rs 13 = w:H6(Y). so that (4.5.6) is in-
~ a J~ a a µ . 

deed comi,1utative. Thus the ~) : U -> V are compatible, and 
a a a 

because u U = Spec(R) we obtain a morphism of schemes 
r,n ice a 

er 1/\, : V = Soec(R) -~ rl 
[.. · m,n ,;> 

4.5.9. 1~rnr.ia. The morphism ~11: depends only on the isomorphism 
class of Tlso in particular ,µ., does not depend on how E is 
trivialized). ~ 

Proof. Let E' be a seco~d family of er systems over 
V = Sp~.:.(fr) ·1Jith trivial underlying vectorbundle E' = 
~ ( ·i r • I z I 7 I r) <::_ 'C I • • h • 'C d _.pee 1,L1_ 1 , 2 ,. •• ,L •• _uppose [.. is 1somorp 1c to [.. an 

' 11 
the isornorµhis1!1 be µ : E-+ E'. Because µ is a morphism of 
vectorbundles over V = Spec(R) its ring homomorphism 

.,, 
µ : R[Z1.z2, ... ,Z~] .... R(Z,,Z2, ... ,Zn] 

is an R-algebra homomorphism of the form 
n 

P*(z!) = L: s .. z., 
1 ._, lJ J 

J-1 

let 

Let S be the matrix (s .. ). Then S is invet·tible (over R) 
because i-1 is rm i sor.1or~~i sr.1. Now because µ defines an i so
morphi srn L:' "'L: 'v-.re havE F'11 = µF, µG '"'G', H = H'µ which in 
terms of the 1~atrices F,G,R associated to Z: (cf. (4.5.1) 
abcve) and the analogous matrices F1 ,G' ,R' of L:' means that 

SF = F•s, SG = G', H = R·s 

It fo11cws. that if d', S', U' are defined analogousiy to d , 
a •..( ex a 

S , U then S' = SS • d' = det(S)d so that U' = U and 
a a o. <t _n _ g _. _ 1 a. a 

tjl' = 1/1 all because SR(F ,(j) = R( F' ,G'), HS = R1, which 
a o. 

proves the lemma. 
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4.5. 10. Construction of ljii:: for families whose underlying 

~!_!1;.fie is not necessarilL!!:_ivi~J... 

Novi let i:: = (E; F ,G,lt) be a family of er systems over a 
<;C 11e1i'C' V. He can cove:r V with affine pieces U; = Spec(R;) 
sue~ that E is trivializable over U;. By the construction 
above and lem.,,a 4.5.9 this gives us morphisms (independerit of 
the trivialization chosen) 

IJ; 1. : U. -. Mr.r 
i m,n,p 

163 

rlow on Ui n Uj the tlii and t/lj must agree, because by lelillla 
~.5.9 again ~i and ~· agree on all affine pieces Spec(R) c 
ui f1 Uj• Hence the •}iJ COl'lbine to define a 1i1orph;sm 

er 
tJ: :V-.M np 

L m, t 

which, again by le11111a 4.5.9 depends only on the isomorphism class 
of )'. . 

.1_6. The u0_versa1 familt_ E11 of er systems over M~rn p' Let 
• u er • • 
c. be the vectorbur.dle over tlm,n,p constructed in 4.4 above. 

in ti1is section I describe a (universal) far:iily of er systems 

ovE:r tlcr ... p \'/hose underlying bundle is Eu. (That this family 
rn,~., 

is indeed universal will be proved in 4.9 below). 

Recall that Eu was constructed out of affine pieces 

E Spec(ZZ [X~., Yo. ,tt:l) glued together by means of certain 
,, 1 J rs r 
~sor.iorphisms ~uG' cf. 4.4. Let /A = Spec(2Z [Ul' ... ,Url). 
To define zu = (Eu;Fu,Gu,Hu) it suffices to define vectorbundle 
ho101o:norphi SFlS 

i:- E -. E , G : V x /Am - E , H £ -. V x /Ap 
a a ..:i a a a a. a o. 

(4.6.l) 

which are compatible with the identifications 

::r • E -+ E "' x id· Vaf3 x /Ar.i -. V 0,.. x Alm, was· a6 $a' ~aB . µ~ "' 

d> x id: V x /Ap ... V x /Ap 
a$ o.S $a 

in the sense that the following diagrar:i inw:;t be commutative 
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G F H 
x .tAm 

a a Cl. 
v ,. -l"s EaB V x AP 

Cl!> 

I a8 I 

I qi (.)x id 

r•E 
9,.l.8 q, a8" i ,j 

' (l.p 

I 
FS + GB He t 

v f,(l xfA.m -- E EBa v x ,.p 
Set $a 

(4.6.2} 

(cf. also (3.~.17)). ~le now describe Fa,GcpHa as those rnorphisr.s 

v1hich 0'.1 thP. rir:s l8vel are riiven by the "!!. [X':-.,ya) - algebra 
h . . - lJ rs 
Ol~lOr:JOrpnl S1'lS 

* Fa: ?l [X~j, Y~5 ,Z~] .... ZZ [X~j, Y~s ,Z~J. Za. ~ F a(X)i:i. 

* :: •• 71. [ x': . "a z", 77 'Xa. Ya U U ] 
u('( 1 J 'I rS' t J -> U. l i j > rS J 1 » • 0 > ITT ' 

ii* zz. ,,.a. lJ. v v J lL [x'1 yo. zo.J a: . u.ij' rs' 1•···• p .... ij' rs' t' 

wl1ere Za, U, V ar~ respectively the column vectors 
T T (u1 , ... ,Um) , (V1, ... ,VP) . 

(4.6.3) 

zC1 t-. G (X IU a , 

(4.6.4) 

V .... Ha(Y)zC1 

(4.6.5) 
a a T 

(Zl, ••. ,Zn) • 

It remains to check that the diagram (4.6.2) is indeed com
mutative, which is done by checkin9 that the dual diagram of 
rings ~omorpnisms is commutative. 

This ccr.ies down to prr?cisely the same calculations as in 
3.4. 14. As an example we check that the diagram 

* F 
Cl 

Cl. C't C't ( )-1 71 (X .. ,Y ,Zt,d l3 X J 
i J rs et 

.a. a Cl (X)-11 ll. [X . .,Y .zt,d a, 1J rs a,, 

h:~ 
I 

]•:a 
-
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. -* f3 13 ( -1 is commutative. Becau5:e 4i 0 maps "11. [X1.J .• Y 5 ,d0 X) ] into 
a r . - l Cl.p * ~ µCt 

'l1 [Xij·Y~s,daS(X) l and because Fa and F13 are respectively 
71. (x'~tj,v;s]-algebra and ll. [X~j.Y~s]-algebra homomorphisms it 
suffices to check that 

-* * S _ * * B 
<tia.13 FB(Zt) - Fa~aS(Zt), t = 1, ••• ,n 

Bi the_definitions (4.4.7), (4.6.3) and using the definition of 
~ ~·er. 4.1, we have · 

(•µ 

F*~* (Z 13 ) = F*(s (X)-lza) = s (X)-1F (X)z0 
a aB a aS aS a 

~:sF;(zB) = ~:a(Fs(x)z6} = <ti:s(Fa(X))Sas(x)-lza 

= S 0 {X)-lF (X)S ~(X)S 0 {X)-lza 
CLµ Cl Op Ctµ 

Tne rem31n1ng two squares of diagram (4.6.2) are similarly shown 
to be comnutative. 

4.7. ~rigidity lemma. 

lhe key to the procf of theorem 3.4.20 (the algebraic
geometi·ic classify·ing theorem} is (cs was remarked before) a 
rigid'ity property which in this context takes the following form. 

4.7.1. Proposition. Let E, ~· be two families of er systems 
over a sch~me V. --S·Jppose that there is a covering by open sub
schemes (Ui) of V such that the two families E and E' 
restricted to Ui are isomorphic for all i. Then E and E' 
are isomorphic as algebraic families over V. 

\le note that no such proposition holds for arbitrary families 
of syster11s cf. [HP] for a counterexample. 

Proof. We can assume that the underlying vectorbundles E 
and E'have been obtained by gluing together trivial pieces 
~ver affine subschemes of V. Refining the covering (U;) if 
neceso.ary (this do~s not change the validity of the nypoti1esis 
of the proposition) we can therefore assume that E and E' n 
nave been obtained by gluing together trivial ound1es U. x A 
ever affine schemes- Ui. 1 
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Our data are then as follows. We have for each i an affine 
c;1,;heme U; = Spe<.(Ri) for each i ,j isomorphisms of (trivial) 
bundles 

which respectively define the bundles E and E'. The remaining 
i ngred i en ts of the two families of sys terns E and l:' are then 
given by vectorbunJle homomorphisms 

F1,Fi: Ui xjAn ... Ui x/A", Gi'Gi: U; xfAm ... u1 xjAn 

(4.7.l) 

(4.7.2) 

Finally the fact that r. and l:' are isomorphic over each U; 
means that t'iere are vectorbundle isomorphisms '~i: U; xfA" ... 
Ui '.!An such that the fol lm~ing diagram is cor:imutative for all i 

u. x IA" 
F; 

ui x /An 
G;/1! I "'', Hi . l . '4 

x /fl ui x /A <jJ. 14'; ~ U; 

G~ · 
1 F~ l H ! , n 1 

x /An 1 ' U . x /A ------.. U; 1 (4.7.3) 

We now claim that the ~i are compatible and combine to define 
c:n isomorphism ·+i: E-+ E' (it t.hen follm·:s, b·::cause this is 
loca1ly true, that .~·F " F'r,,, q,G = G', H'_;, = H). To prove this 
VJ'2 must shOI~ that for eiich Soec(R) =Uc u .. "'U. n U. the fol-. ' , J 1 J lowing diagram commutes 
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<l>ij 

(4.7.4} 

~ow vectorbundle homomorphisms of trivial vectorbundles over an 
affin~ scheme U = Spec(R) are given by matrices with coefficients 
in R as 1-1e explained en passant in the f'irst few paragraphs of 
~.5 above. Let G1, Gi, F;, Fi, .H;, Hi, Sij, Sij, Si, Sj be the 
r..:itrices of the morphisms of vectorbundles G., G1!, F., F~. II., H!, 

. 1 1 1 1 1 

;ij' ~ij• ~i' ~j restr~cted to U. The corrmutativity relations 
;4.7.2) and (4.7.3) then imply for these matrices with coefficients 
in R that 

s .. G. = G.• Si jGi = G' Si/i = Fjsij' s .. f.! = FjSij lJ 1 J j. 1J 1 

Si/ii = A S! .R! Rj' S.G. = Gi, Si Fi = Fi Si j' lJ l 1 l 

H!S. -· Hi' (4.7.5) l 1 

sJ~; = Gj, S/j = F jSj, H~S. = Rj 
.,) ~ J J 

and the matrices s1, Sj, Sij' Sij are all invertible because 
-::hey come from vectorbund1e isomorphisms. 

It follows that 

= S! .S.R(F.,G.) 
l J 1 l 1 

(4.7.6) 

Now i: is a famny of er systems and hence so is its restriction. 
co U = Spec(R). It follows (cf. 4.2 above) that R(F.,G.):Rr-+Rn 
r = (n+l)m, is a surjective map. Hence, (4.7.6) impl~es 1 that 
sjsij = Sijsi proving the coMmutativity of (4.7.4) and hence the 
µroi'osition. 

4.8. On the pullback construction, Let E = (E; F,G,H) be a 
family of systems over a scheme t1 and let ~' : V' -+ t·l be a 
r;i::irphism of schemes. Assume that everything is given in terms of 
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local affine rieces and patching data; i.e. E is given by 
trivial bundles u. xfAn..,. U. = Spec(R.) c M with vectorbundle 

1 1 n 1 
isomorphisms <P • • : U •• x /An ..,. U .• x A and vector bundle mor-

1 J lJ 1J 
mOi·phisms F1: U. xfAn..,. U. xjAn, G.: U. xfAm..,. U. x;An, 

n i Pi 1 i 1 
H1: Ui xfA ..,. u1 xfA such the nonprlme diagram (4.7.2} is com-
mutative, and 1j; is given by affine morphisms ;Ji.: U! ..,. u.·,u! * l l 1 1 = Spec(R!). Let ij;.: R . ..,. R! be the ring homomorphism of ~ 1 •• 

1 l l l 
Let, as before, r .• ~ .• R. be the matrices of the vectorbundle 1 l , 

morphisms F1,Gi,Hi. 
I 

Then the local pieces of the pullback family w·r = E1 are 
the trivial bundles U! xfAn..,. U! with the vectorbundle homomor-

1 l 
phisms F!: U! xjAn..,. U! xjAn, G~: U! xjAm..,. U! x;P.n, H!: U! xjAn 

1 l l 1 1 * 1 * 1 l *-
..,. U! xJAP given by the matrices F! = ip.r., G! = lj.J.G., H! = '.J.l.rl •• 

l 1 11 1 11, 11 
The patching data are defined as follows. If U' =Spec(R)cU! nu~ 

* l J maps into U = Spec(R) c: U. n U. under ~ and w1·: R..,. R' is 
l . l 

tne associated homomorphism of rings, then over Spec(R') the iso-
morphim cp! .: U' x ;'A11 ..,. U' x /An is given by the matrix 

* 1 J 
Sij = 1J;l)ij if Sij is the matrix of qi1j: U xjAn .... U x/An. 

1 This can be taken as the definition of the pullback family 
~,·r., It agrees of course with the more informal description 
given in section 3 above. 

4.9. The classifying theorem for algebraic families of er systems 
over scheme:; (r1cr is classifying over ll). m,n,p 

~e can now prove the algebraic-geometric classifying theorem 
for families of er systems, i.e. theorem 3.4.20. Stated more pre
cisely this theorem says 

4.9.l Theorem. Let E 
ascheme V. Then there 
ij;~: V ~ Mcr p (defined 

L., m, n, 

be an algebraic family of er systems over 
exists a unique morphism of schemes 

I U in 4.5 above) such that ~i,E "'E where 

Eu is the universal family constructed in section 4.6 above. 
That is the map E ~ ~E and the mao ~ ~ ~!Eu (of 4.8 above) set 
up ~bijective correspondence betwee1. the set of scheme morphisms 
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v .... Mcr and isomorphism classes of families of er systems m,n,p 
over V. Moreover this isomorphism is functorial. 

Proof. First let 1j.I: V-. Mcrn p be a morphism of schemes; 
let ~~~-Z!Lu Then we must sho:'that 1/II = 1/1. To do this it 

suffices to show that 1/IE and 1jl agree on all elements of some 
affine covering (U1) of v~ We can take this covering to be 
Finer than the covering ( w- l (Y ) , a.nice) where V c Mcr is a. · · o. m,n,p 
the piece belonging to the nice selection a., cf. 4.1. let 
therefore U = Spec(R) be such that iJ;(U) cV , and let a 

w * : 7l [ x~ . , v" 1 -. R 
lJ rs 

be the associated ring homomorphism. Then according to 4.8 above 
and the definition of zu, cf. 4.6, the family E over U is 
described by the three matrices 

: * * * ~ = ~· F { X) • G = 1/1 G ( X) , R = 1/1 Ha.·( Y) • a a (4.9.2) 

By 4.5 above the morphism l/J:: 7l (X~ .• va]-+ R associated to 
,_, i J rs 

this family is characterized by 

w:(R(F (X), G (X)) s- 1 R(r.~). ,,,*H (Y) =As {4,9.3) 
L a a o. 'l'a a a. 

where S = R(r.~) •. Because R(F (X), G (X)) =In• S,.. = I0 in a a a a a ..... 
this case (£f. (2.9.2)) so that indeed (comparing (4.9.2) and 
(4.9,3)) ijlE = 1jJ. 

Now let I over V be a family of er systems and let 
~-= V .... Mcr be the associated morphism as defined in 4.5. We ;, m,n,p 1 

have to show that wEEu is isomorphic to r. By the rigidity 
re!;:~lt 4.7.1 H suffices to show that iµiEu and E are isomorphic 
over each element of some affine covering (U.) of V, which we 
can take fine enough so that the underlying b~ndle E of r is 
trivial over each U;· Let therefore U = Spec(R) be such that 
L over u is described by the triple of matrices r,G,A. Let 
d ~ det(R(~,G) ) for each nice selection a. Then U in turn a a 1 
is covered by the U = Spec(R[d- ]) (by the nice selection 

Cl. a. 
lemma), So taking a still finer covering (if necessary) we can 
assume that U = Spec(R) is such that for a certain nice selec
tion a we have that S = R(F,G) is invertible over R. Then a. a 
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is given on U by the ring homomorphism 

a a 
7l. [Xij'Yr,s] ~ R 

characterized by 

11/R(F (X),G (X)) = s-1R(F,G). iJi*H (Y) = Rsa (4.9.4) a a a a 

By 4.8 the family of er systems wiEu is defined by the matrices 

- * * - * F' = tJ; Fa(X), ~' = tJ; Ga(X), H' = tJ; Hct(Y) (4.9.5) 

Comparing (4.9.4) and (4.9.5) we see that over U the families 
defined by F,G,Fi and by t' ,G' ,R' are indeed isomorph"ic with 
the isomorphism being defined by S (which i!:> invertible over 

a 
R). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 

4.10. On er systems over rings. The classifying theorem 4.9. l 
of course also applies to syste~s over rings R. Such a system 
(with finitely generated projec~ive state module X) gives rise 
to a fRmily of er systems over R iff R(F,G): Rr ~ X, r = 
(n..-l)m, is surjective (cf. 4.2). If R is such that all finitely 
gener~ted projective modules are free (which happens e.g. if R 
i:; a ring of polynomials over a field by the Quillen-Sus1in 
theorem [Qu,Sus), then theorem 4.9. 1 says that the R-rational 

points of Mcr are precisely the GL (R} orbits in m,n,p n 
,er (R). 
'-m,n,p ' 1.e. 

Mcr (R) ~ Lcr (R)/Gl (R) (if R is projective free). m,n,p m,n,p n 

In aeneral the theorem gives a canonical injection 

L er (R)/GL (R) -+ Mcr (R) 
m,n,p n m,n,p 

with the remaining points of r1~:n,p(R) corresponding to systems 
over R whose state module is projective but not free. 

4.11. A few final remarks. There is a completely dual theory 
from the co instead of ·er.point of view. Also the open subscheme 
Mcr,co is of course classifying for families of co and er systems. 
m,n,p { 1) 

This scheme is embeddable (over ?l.) in an affine scheme ;A n+ mp 
as a locally closed subscheme. 
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5. EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF GLOBAL CONTINUOUS CANONICAL FORMS 

As a first application of the fine moduli spaces of sections 
3 and 4 above we discuss existence and nonexistence of global con
tinuous canonical forms for linear dynamical systems. 

5.l. The topological case. Let L' be a GLn~)-invariant sub
space of L n p(11). A canonical form for GL (R) acting on L' m, , n 
is a mapping c: L' ~ L' such that the following three properties 
hold 

c(£':5 ) = c(l:) for all l: E l' • S E Gln (R); (5.1.1) 

for all E e: L' there is an S E Gln (R} such that 
c(E) = ES ; (5.1.2) 

c(r) c(L:') ,,.. 3S E GL 11 (R) such that 1:' ~s 
l. . 

(5.1.3) 

(Note that (5.1.3) is implied by (5.1.2).) 

Thus a canonical form selects precisely one element out of 
each order of GL 11 ("R) acting on L'. We speak of a continuous 
canonicdl form if c is continuous. 

Of course there exist (many) canonical forms. E.G. order 
the set of all nice selection a in J in some way. For n,m 
each I E Lcr (R) 

m,n,p 
is nonsing~lar. Then 

let a(l:) be the first a such that R(E) 

s ( -1 ~ ~ ca(l:)(E} E , S = R E)a(E) (5.1.4) 

is a canonical form on Lcr (R) (Luenberger canonical fonns m,n,p 

Ct 

~la 81~son). This mapping is not continuous, however, except 
when m = 1 (in which case there is only one nice selection), 
which entails a number of drawbacks, e.g. in numerical calcula
tions and in identification procedures, cf [GUi] for a discussion 
in the similar case of Jordan canonical fonns. 

5.1.5. Theorem. There is a continuous canonical form on 

L~:~~~(R")"~nd only if p = 1 or m = 1. 

Proo f. If m = l let- a c J 1 , n = { ( 0, 1 ) , ( l , 1) , •• ., ( n, 1)} 

be the unique nice selection (0,l), ••• ,(n-1,1). Then 
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(5.1.6) 

is a contir.uous canonical foi·m, because R(l:) is always invert-
ib1€ for L er. a 

Similarly if p = l, let B c Jn 1 , be the unique nice row 

selection. Then E >-+ E, S = Q(E) 8 i~ a contir.uous form because 

Q(=) 8 is invertible for all co I (if p = 1). 

It remains to show that there cannot be a continuous canoni

cal form c on all of Lcr,co(lR) if both m > 1, p > l. m,n,p 

To do this we construct two fariilies of linear dynamical 
systems as follows for all a E F., b E: ~ (We assume n ~ 2; if 
n = l the examples must be modified somewhat). 

2 

l2 1 

B 

0 

0 

where B is some (constant) (n-2) x (rn-2) matrix with coeffi
cients in ~ , 

(1 0 0 

0 2 • F1(a) :: . . F2(b) . 0 

l~ 
. 
• 

0 n 
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0 

c 

0 0 

2 2 

0 

0 J 

where C is some (ccnstant) real (p-2) x (n· 2) matrix. Here 
thd continuous functions y1(a), y2(a), x1(b); x2(b} are e.g. 
Y1(a) =a for lai s l, y 1(a) = a-l for lal;.:: 1, y2(a) = 

exp(-a 2), x1(b) = 1 fo1~ lbl s 1, x1(b) = b-2 for lbf 2: 1, 

x2(b) = b-1exp(-b-2) for b t 0, x2(o) = o. The precise form 
of these functions is not important. What is important is that 
they are continuous, that x1(b) = b-1y1(b-1), x2(b) = b- 1y2(b- 1) 

for all bf 0 and that y2(a) ~ 0 for all a and x1(b) t 0 
fo•· all b. 

For all b '!- 0 let T(b) be the matrix 

(b 0 0 

0 
T(b) 

. 
(5.1.7} = . ' . . . . ' 0 . 

0 0 l 

Let : 1(a) = (F1(a), G1(a), H1(a)), E2(b) (F2(b), G2(b), H2(b)). 
ih~n one easily checks that 

ab = 1 .. r1 ~a)T(b) = r2(b) • (5. l.8) 
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Note also that r1(a), r2(b) E L~o.~c.pr(F) for all 
fact 

a,bER; h 

I 1(a) € U~, a= ((0,2),(1,2), .•. ,(n-l,2)) 

a ER 

r2(b) E U8, 13 = ((O,l),(1,l), ••• ,(n-l,l)) 

b ER 

for all 

(5.1.9) 

for all 

(5.1.10) 

which proves the complete reachability. The coriplete observabii~ 
ity is seen similarly. 

Novi suppose that c is a continuous canonical form on 

L~~~~~(R). Let c(r.1(a)) ~ (F 1 (a),~ 1 (a},A 1 (a)), c(:2(b)) = 
(F2(b) ,G2(b),R2(b)). Let S(a) be svch that c{r.1(a)) = 

1.1(a)S(a) and l~t S(b) be such that c(r2(b)) = r 2 (b)~(b). 
It follows from (5.1.9) and (5. l. 10) that 

S(a) = R(F 1 (a),~ 1 (a))aR(F 1 (a),G 1 (a))~1 
(5.1.11) 

Consequently S(a) and S(b) are (unique and are) continu
ous functions of a and b. 

Now take a = b = l. Then ab = 1 and T(b) = In so that 

(cf. (5. 1.7), (5.1.8) and (5.1.11)) 5(12 ~ ~(l). It follows from 
this and the continuity of S(a) and S(b) that we must have 

sign(det S(a)) = si~n(det ~(b)) for all a,b ER • 

(5.1.12) 

Now take a = b = -1. Then ab = 1 and we have, using 
(5.1.8), 

I (-l)(S(-l)T(-1)) = (I (-l)T(-1))5(-1} 
l l 

= ~2(-1)S(-l) = c(~2(-l)) 

= r.(1.1(-1)) = r.1(-l)S(-l) • 

it follows that S(-1) 5(-l)T(-l), and hence by (5.l.7), that 
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det(S(-1)) = -det(S(-1)) 

which contradicts (5.1. 12). 
a c0r.tinuous canonical form 

This proves that there does not exist 
Lco,cr~) if m ~ 2, ar.d p?. ?.. m,n,p 

5.1.13. Remark. By choosing the matrices 8,C in G1(a), 
G2(b), H1(a), fl 2(b) judiciously we can also see to it that 
rank G1(a) = m =rank G2(b), rank H1(a) = p = ra~k H2(b) if 
p < n and m < n. Note also that F in the example above has 
n disti;1ct real eigenvalues so that a restriction like "F m~st 
be semi-si~ple" also does not help much. 

5.1.14. :Jiscussion of the proof of theorem 5.1.5. The proof 
given above, though definitely a proof, is perhaps not very 
enliqh~cning. What is behind it is the following. Consider the 
n2tural projection 

'ii : Lcr,co(lR) _. t1cr,co(R) 
m,n,p m,n,p (5.1.15) 

Let c bA a continuous canonical form. Be~ause c is constant 
orbits c induces u continuous map -r : Mcr,co("R) ..... m,n,p 

Lcr,C•)(R) which clear1y is a section of n, (cf. (5.l.l) -m,n,p 
(5.1.3)). Inversely if T is a continuous section of ~ then 
r•11: Lcu,cr('R)-+ Lco,cr(lR) is a continuous canonical form. m,n,p m,n,p 

Now (5.1.15) is (fairly ~asily at this stage, cf [Haz 1]), 
s2en to be a pri nci p.:i 1 GL/R) fibre bundle. Such a bundle is 
trivial iff it admits a ~ontinuous section. The mappings 

of the proof above now combine to 
P 1(R) =circle into Mcr,co(R) m,n,p 

define a continuous map of 
such that the pullback of the 

fibre bundle (5.1.15) is nontrivial. 
determinant GL1(R) fibre bundle is 
section) over the circle. 

In fact the associated 
the MBbius band (minus zero 

5.2. The algebraic-geometric case. The result corresponding to 
theoren1 5. l. 5 in the J l 9ebra i c ·geometric ease is the fo 11 owing. 
For simplicity we state it for varieties {over algebraically 
closed fields). 

5.2.1. Theorem, Let k be an algebraically closed field. Then 
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there exists a ~anonical form c: lcr,co(k) ~ lcr,co(k) which 
r1,n,p m,n,p 

is a morpnism of algebraic varieties if and only if m = l or 
p = 1. 

Here of c0urse a canonical fc~-m is defined just cs in 5.1 
abovf!; :;ip1ply replace lR with k everywhere in (5. l.1)-(5.1.3) 
and replace the word "contir.uous'' with ''morphism of algebraic 
v.:n-ieties," l'lhich means th.;t locally c is given by rational 
expressions in the coordinates. 

The proof is rather similar to the one briefly indicated in 

5.1.14 above. In this case Lcr,cop -+ t{r ,co(k) is an alqebrnic 
m,n, m,n,p -

prinicpal GLn(k) bundle and one again shows that it is trivial 

if and only if m = l or p = 1. The only difference is the 
example used to prove nontriviality. The map used in 5.1.14 is 
non-a-1uebr'aic, nor is there an algebraic injective moi-phism 

P1(k) ..... ;.(o,cr(k). Instead one defines a three dimensional mani
rn,n,p 

fold much related to the ~amilies I 1(a), E2(b) together with an 

injection into Mcr,co(k) such that the pullback of this prin
m. r: ,p 

c1pal bundle is easily seen to be nontrivial. Cf. [Haz 2] for 
,Jeta~ ls. 

6. RE;.L '.ZATION WITH PARArlETERS AND REALIZING DELAY-DIFFERENTIAL 
SYSTEMS 

A~ a secoPd application of the existence of fine moduli 
spaces for er systems we discuss realization with parameters 
(cf. also [8yl) and realization of delay-differential systeP.s. 
/\ rreliminary step for this is the following bit of reali«:ation 
theory. 

6. l. Resw:it( of some realization theory. Let T(s) be a proper 
rational matr"ix-valued--f;.i-nction-of s with the (formal) power 
series expansion (around s = 00 ) 

T(s) A1s-l + A2s-2 + ••• , Ai E kpxm (6.1.l) 

One sdys that T(s) is r8a1izable by a linear system of dimer.sion 
~ n, if T(s) is the l.JplAce transform (resp. z-transform) of a 
linear differentiable (~esp. difference) system ~ = (F,G,H) E 
L (I(). This means tl1at m,n,p 

T(s) = H(sin-F)-lG (6.1.2) 
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equivalently 

i l 
;\. = HF - I G. 

1 = l ,2,3., •. (6.1.3) 

1ecessary and sufficient condition that f(s) be realizable 
a system of dimension n ·is that the associated Hanke1 matrix 

"/"") of the sequence ..N= (A1,A2 ,A3 , ... ) be of rank:::; n. Hen~ 
,.,,r) is the block Hankel matrix. 

hf • .d) 

e precisely we have the parti~l realization result which says 
t there eixst F,G,H E Lco,cpr(k) such that A.,= llri-lG iff m,n, i , 
!.. h 1 .. 4) =rank h . 1( •. ef) '° n, where h .. ( • ../) is the block n · n.,.. .1 
;- ix consisring of the first block rows and thi:? first 
ck-columns uf h(..r.1). 

:~ow suppose that rank h( ..N) is precisely n, .:ind let 
, i-i r2.l l i ze .. d . 

ile have 

H 

h(A) 
I I 2 I 

( G : FG l F G : ••• ) 

it follows by the Cayley-Har.iilton theorem that 
,H) are both of rank n so th.1t L = (F,G,H) 
~ both er and co. 

R(F ,G) and 
is in this 

Fina 11 v we reca 11 that if l: and £:' are both er and co 
both realize d, then I. and I.' _a~s isomorphic, i.e., 

re is an SE Glh(k) such that E' - /., • 
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For all these facts, cf e.g. [KFA) or [Haz 3]. 

6;2. ~reali_~~-tion algorith!!!_. Now let •. d be such that rank 
hl .. d) = n. We describe a method for calculating a 

E = (F,G,H) E Lcr,co(k) 
m,n,p 

which realizes .;/, By the above \'Je kno.-1 that there exist a nice 
selection ac c Jm,n the set of column indices of 

Al A2 An+l 

A2 

hn+l (..J) = (6.2.l) 

' 
An+l A2n+l 

and a nice selection a c J , the set of row indices of r p,n 
h +· <.~.t), such that the n x n matrix h +l {..J) has rank 

n 1 n ar,ac 

n. Here hn+l(..J) 0 a is the matrix obtained from hn+l(...4) 
r' c 

by 1·emovi ng a 11 rows whose index is not in ar and a 11 co 1 umns 

whose index is not in ac. Ue now describe a method for finding 

a i.= (F,G,H) E Lcr,co{k) 
m,n,p 

that R(F,G) ! 0 • (Such 
o.c 

such that l. rea 1 i zes ,_r,1 and such 

a ~ is unique}. 

Let yr be the subset of J of the first p row indices, p,n 
so that hnt-l (, .. J')Yr consists of the first row of blocks in 

(6.2.l). Now let 

(6.2.2) 

Now let 

s (6.2.3) 
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and define R' = s-1(h +l(..n') ). Then (R'} = ! and we let 
n ar cxc n 

F ,G bE: the unique n x n and n x m r.iatrices such that 

R(F,G) R' (6.2.4) 

Recall, cf 3.2.7 ~hove, that the columns of ~ and G can ba 
sirrp1y n:ad from the columns of R', being equal to either a 
stand)rd basis vector or equal to a column of R'. 

For every Field k and each pair of nice selections 
l< <.:: .J , a c J let iJ(cx ,a )(k) be the space of all c m,n r p,n r c 
sequences of p x m matrices .4= (A1 , .... A2n+l) such that 
rank(h . 1(....t)) = n and rank(h +l(..d) ) = n. Then the above n-r n ar,ac 
oefi nes a map 

6.2.6 Leflima. If k "~ nr IT the map 

and 3lgebraic-geo~etrically speaking the 

pnisrn nf schemes f~om the affine scheme 
affine schef7ie Le r ,co. 

m,n,p 

T(cr,ac) 

T(a. ,a. ) 
r c 

W(a ,a ) r c 

(5.2.5) 

is analytic, 

define a rnor

into the quasi 

6.2.7 Lemf11a. Let H(k) be the space of all.sequences of pxm 
moti'iccs~r.1-= (A1 ,A2 , •• ~·~gn+ll such that rank(hn+l(..J)) = n = 
rank h (..d). Let h:Lc ,c (k) ... H(k) be the mdp h(F,G,H) = n 2 m,n,p 
(HG,HFG, •.• ,HF nG). Then h T(ar,ac) is equal to the natural 

in W(k). (I.e. h • T(ar,cxc) is the embedding of W(a ,a ~(k) r c 
identity of W(ci.r,ac)(k).) 

Proof. Let d E H(ar,oc) (k). By partial realization theory 

(cf. 6.1 above) \ve know that ._.,/ is realizable, say by l:' = 
(F' ,G' ,H' ). Then because .4E l·l(a ,a )(k) we have that S = 
R(F' ,G') is invertible. Let r c 

ac 
-1 

E = (F,G,H) = E'S 

Then r. also realizes ..N and R(F,G) =I • Now observe that a n 
the realization 2lgorithm described aboSe si~ply recalculates 
precisely the~e F,G,H from "4. 
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6.2.8. Coroll'!.!::l. Let k = "R or X: <;nd let h: Mcr,co(!r) -.\JI!) 
m,n,p \ 

be the map induced by h: L (k) ~ W(k). Then h is an isc-m,n,p 
morphism of analytic manifolds. 

6.2.9. Corollary. Mor:: generally h: L co ,er -• W · induces an i~o
m,n ,p 

morphism of sch2mes M -+ H. m,n,p In particular if k is an al9e. 

braically clos~d field then we have 
varieties M (k) and W(k). m,n,p 

an i somoriJh ism of the a 1 ge~re1, 

6.3. l. Tne topological case. Let T (s), a E V be a family a 
of transfer functions depending continuously on a parameter a E Y. 

For each a E V write Ta(s) = A1(a)s-l + A2(a)s- 2 + ••• and 

for each a let .n(a) be the rank of tt:P. block Hankel matrix of 
.Yl(:i) = (.ii. 1(a),P.2(a), .•. ). The question we ask is: does there 

bxist a continuous family of systems Z(a) = (F(a),G(a),H(a)) 
such that the transfer function of E(a) is Ta(s) for all a. 
The ans\~er to this is definitely "yes" provided n(a) is bounded 
as a fu1~ction of a. Si111.ply take a long enou~h chunk of the ~rf(i1} 
of illl a and do the usual realization construction by means cf 
blod cumpaniGn 1:1atrices and observe that this is continuous in 
the Aj(a). [True H V i~ paracompact and normal, one needs 
partiti:ins of unity (in any case, I do) to find continu~ Tj(a) 
such that Bn+l = T1Bn + ••• + TnBl where Bi is the i-th block 

column of h(Lr.l).J The question becomes much more delicate if 
we ask for a contfrtuous family of realizations which are all er 
and co. This obviously requires that n(a) is constant and pro
vided that the space V is such that all n = n(a) dimensional 
bundles are trivial this condition is also sufficient. Indeed 
if n(a) is constant then the .~"(a) determine a continuous 
map V ... iJ('fl) and hence by Corc!lary 5.2.8 a continuous map 

V -• rfr,co(R). Pulling back the universal family over Mcrn,cop('R) 
m,n,p m, , 

to a L::111ily over V gives us a family (E;F,G,H) over V such 
that the t~ansfer function of the system over a E V is Ta(s) 

for all a. The bundle ;:- is trivial by hypothesis, so there 
are continuous sections e1 , ••• ,e0 : V ... E such that 

{e1(a), .•• ,e (a)} is a basis for E(a) for all a E V. Now 
n 

write out 't::he 111atrices of F ,G,H with respect to these bases to 
find a continuous farni ly l: (a), whi eh real i as Ta ( s} and such 
that 1:(::1) is er and co for all a. 
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~.3.2. T~e ~olvnomial cAse. Let k be a fielJ and k its alge-
0~·ii;c r:losure:~e:g.-k =i{ and k =t. L~t T (s) be a trans
fer' fun·:tion with coefficients )n kix 1 ..... ::qJ,X wi1ere 

x1,. •. ,xq ari:: indeterminiltes. \le ask wh2thcr ther~ exists a 

realization of T(s) over k[x,, ••• ,x ), that ~s a triple of 
' q 

matrices (F,G,H) with coefficients in k[x 1 •••• ,x] s~ch that 
T/sl ~· H(sI-F)-1G. !',gain the C1nswer is obviouslj "yes" if we 
do not require any minimality conditions on the realization (pro
vided n(x1, ••• ,x ) the degree of the Hankel matrix of T(s) is 

- . q q bounded ror all (x 1 , ... ,xq) E k 

Now assuwe that n(x1 , •.. ,xq) 1s constant for all 
(x,, ... ,x) .... kc;. Th:m (x 1, ..• ,xq) ..... ;-/(xJ, .•• ,x) defines a ' q . q 
:n0q;hism of algebr·aic varieties !('l-> Mcr,c ... '(k). Pulling oack m,n,p 
t'~ ~niver~al fami~y by mea~s of this morphism we find a family 
(~;F,G,H) over k which is defineJ over k because the mor-
phisw ~q .... W(k) and the isomorphism with Mcr,co(k) are defined r.i,n,p 
n:~r k. Thus ~ is defined ever k and by the Quillen-Sus1in 
t~eurem E is t~ivial lzable over k. Taking the corresponding 
sections and writing out the matrices of F,G,H w!th respect to 
t~'e rc:sultinq bases 11e find an F,G,H with coeffiqients in 
k:x 1 .•.. ,x0 ) v1hich realize Tx(s) for all x E J<, i.e. such 

t1:it T (si = H(sI-F)- 1G. Moreover th~s system (F,G,H) is er 
over kCx,, ... ,x J meariing that R(F,G): k[x1 , ••• ,x ](n+l)m_. 

I q q 
k[x 1,. ... xq]n is surjective; it is also co and even stronger 
its dual syster.i is also er (i.e. (F,G,H) is split in the terminol
ogy of [So 31). 

t,;.3.3.: Realization b) means of de1uy:different~abl~ s~tems. 
Lt::t :. = (F( ,1, ••• ,0 , G(0 1, ... ,o ), Hra,, ... ,0:Tfbe a delay 

q q . CJ 
difforential system v-iith q incum:11~n'.'l.irable delays. Here o1 
~tands for the delay operator ciF(t) = F(t-a;), cf. 2.3 above 
fer tnis notation. The transfer function of Z is then 

-a s -a s -a s -a s 1 
T(s} ~ G(e 1 , ••• ,e q )(sl-F(e 1 , ••• ,e q })-

-a s -a s 
H(e l , ••• ,i: q) (6.3.4) 

1;!1ich is a rt!tiona1 function in s whose cotlfficients are poly
nor.1i...il~ in 
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Now inversely suppose we have 
like (6.3.4) and we ask whether it 
a delay-differential system I(a). 
mensurable then the functions 

a transfer function T(s) 
can be realized by means of 

Now if the a1 are incom-

-a ( s) -a s l q s,e , ••• ,e 

are algebraically independent and there is precis~ly one transfer 
function T(s;c1,. •• ,c ) whose coefficients are polynomials in 

q -a1s -aqs 
J 1 ' ••• ,a q such that T(s) = 1'(s,e , •• .,e ). Thus the 
problem is methematlcally identical with the one treated just 
above 6.3.2. In passing Jet us remark that complete reachability 
for delay-systems in the sense of that the associated system over 
the ring R[o1 , ••• ,aq] is required to be er seems often a reason-
arle requirement, e.g. in conne~tion with pole p1aceQent, cf. 
[So 1] a!ld [Mo]. 

7. THE "CANONICA~' COMPLETELY REACHABLE SUBSYSTEM. 

7.1. Icr for systems over fields. Let I= (F,G,H) be a system 
over a field k. Let Xcr be the image of R(F,G):kr ~kn, 
r = m(n+l). Then obviously F(Xcr) c Xcr, G(km) c Xcr. so that 
there is an induced subsystem Icr = (Xcr;F',G',H') which is 
callP.d the canonical er subsystem of L In terms of matrices 
this means that there is an S E Gln(k) such that ES has the 
form 

( , H ) er h " . 1" b t with F11 ,G1, 1 = E , t .e canon1ca er su sys em. 
Kalman "decomposition" are also used in this context. 
a dual construction relating to co and combining thes~ 
structions "decomposes" the system into four parts. 

(7.1.1) 

The words 
There is 
two con-

In this section we examine whether .this construction can be 
qlobalized, i.e. we ask whether this construction is continuous, 
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and we ask ~1hether sor.iething similar can be done for time varying 
lineur dynamical systems. 

7.2. i~cr for time varLJ.n9__2Y?terns. Now let r. = (F,G,H) be a 
t;me varying system, i.e. ~~coefficients of the matrices F,G,H 
are allowed to vary, say di fferentiably, with time. For time 
V<'.rying systems the controllability m.Jtrix R(i:) ""R(F,G) must 
be redefined as follows 

I I I 

R(F,G) = (G(O) ! G(l) ! ... : G(n)) (7.2.l) 

where 

G(O) = G; G(i) = FG(i-1) - G(i-1) (7.2.2) 

where the denotes the differentiation with respect to time, 
as usual. Note that this gives back the old R(F,G) if F,G 
do not depend on time. The system is said to be er if this matrix 
R(i) has full rank. These seem to be the appropriate notions for 
time varying systems; cf. e.g. [We, Haz 51 for some supporting 
results for this claim. 

for 
A time variable b6se chgnge x' = Sx (with S = 

a11 t) changes E to f. with 

LS= (SFS-l + SS-l ,SG,HS-l) • 

Note that R(Z) hence transforms as 

R(r.5) = SR(r.) • 

S(t) ·:nvertible 

(7.2.3) 

(7.2.4) 

7.2.5. ·rheorem. Let I.: be a time varying system with differen
tiably varying parameters. Suppose that rank R(:>:) is constant as 
a function of t. Then there exists a differentiable time vary
ing matrix S, invertible for all t, such that 1.:S has the form 
(7.1.1) v1ith (F11 ,G1,H1) er. 

Proo•', Consider the subbundle of the trivial (n+l)m dimen
sional.bun-dle over the real line generated by the rows of R(r.). 
This is a vectorbundle because of the rank assumption. This 
bundle is trivial. It follows that there exist r sections of 
the bundle, where r =rank R(~), which are linearly independent 
Everywhere. The continuous sections of the bundle are of the 
form' )~ai(t)z;(t), v:here zi(t),. •. ,zn(t) are the rows of R(l:) 
and the ai(t) are continuous functions of t. Let b1(t), ••• , 
b (t) be the r everywhere linear independent sections and let. r 
bj(t) = :-:aji(t)z;(t), j = l, •• .,r; i = l, •• .,n. 
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Let E1 be the r dimensional subbundle of the trivial 
bundle E of dimension n over the real line generated by the 
r row vectors a/t) = (a_jl(t),. •• ,ajn(t)). Because the quotient 

bundle E/E' is trivial we can complete the r vectors a1(t) • 
.••• ar(t) be a set of ~ vectors a1(t), ••• ,an(t) such that 

the detenni nant of the matrix formed by these vectors is nonzero 
for all t. Let s1(t) be the matrix formed by th~se vectors, 

then s1R(I:) has the property that for all t its first r rows 

are linearly independent and that it is of rank r for all t. 
It_ful1ows th~t ~h~re are ~niqu~ continuo~s fu~ctions c~1 (t), 
k - r+l , ••• ,n, 1 - 1, ••• ,t SU\..h that zk(t) - I:cki (t)Zi\ t). 

where zj(t) is the j-th row of s1R(I:). Now let 

r 
I r 

-C(t} 
' 

Then S(t) = s2(t)S1(t) is the desired transformation matrix 

(11s follows from the trarsformation fornula (7.2.4)). 

Virtually the sarie argurnents give a sMoothly varying S(t} 
~f the coefficients of z vary smoothly in ti111e, and give a 
polynomial S(t) if the cuefficients of ~ are polynomials in 
t (1·1h>:re in the latte;· case we ne~d the constancy of the rank 
also for all complex values of t and use that projective 
modules over a principal ideal ring are free). 

7.3. Lcr for families. For families of systems these techniques 
give 

7. 3. 1. Theorem. Let f. be a continuous family parametrized by 
a contractible topological space (resp. a differentiable family 
parameterized by a contractible manifold; resp. a polynomial 
family}. Suppose that the rank of R(I:) is constant as a func
tion of the parameters. Then there exists a continuous (resp. 
differentiable; resp. po1yno~ial) family of invertible matrices 
S ~uch that 2:5 has the form (7.1.1) with (F11 ,G1 ,H1) a 
family of er systems. . 

The proof is virtually the same as the one given above of 
t!ieorem 7.2.5; in the Pl1lynomial case one, of course, relies on 
the Quillen-Sus1in theorem [Qu; Sus) to conclude that the appro
priate bundles are trivial. Note also that, inversely, the 
existence of an S as in the theorem implies that the rank of 
R(Z) is constant. 
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for delay-differential systems this gives a "Kalman de~Of!1posi
tion'' proviced tht: relevant. obviously necessary, rank cond1t1on 
is met. 

.L',nother way of proving theorem 7.3.1 for systems <?Ver cer~ain 
rings rests 0'1 the followirHJ lern:na which is also a b?s1c_too'. lll 
we study of isor.1crphisms of f11rii1ies in [HP] and ~h1ch impl~es . 
;;i 1Je:1eralization of the main lemma of [OS] concerning the soivab1l
ity of sets of linear equations over rings. 

7.3.2. !_2mma. Let R be i.'! reduced ring (i.e. there are no nil
potents T~and let A be a matrix uver R. Suppose that the 
rank of A(:) over the quotient field of Rip is constant as a 
function of ;' fer all prime ideals I'· Then Im(A) and Coker(A) 
are projective modules. 

Now let :i.: over R be such that rank R(L:(p)) is constant, 
and 1et R be projective free (i.e. all finite!Y 9enehat~d pro
jective modules over R arefrt:e). Then I:;iRlL:)cR ispro
j~ctive and hence free. Takino a bilsis of Im R(.?::) and extending 
it to a basis of :i11 of Rn, which can he done because Rn/Im R(L:) 
= Co~er R(L) is projective and hence free, now gives the desired 
matrix S. 

There is a complete set of dual theorems concerning co. 

7.4. ::er f"or delay differential s.i2.!:e:Tis. Now let E(a) 
(F(0), G(c). H(0)) be il delay di+-fenrntiai sygtem. Then, of 
rnurse, we can interpret ::: as a polynomial system over "R[o] 
[1..1 1 , ... ,or) and apply theorem 7.3.1. The hypothesis that 

rank R(:::(·1)) be ccnstant as a function of 01, ... ,or (including 

cnmplex and negatne values of the delays) is rather strong though. 

Now if 1-Je assume that al1 functions involved in 

x(t) = F(o)x(t) + G(a)u(t), y(t) = H(o)x(t) (7 .4.1) 

ere zero sdficiently far in the past, an assumption which is not 
unreason.:tble anti even customary in this context, then it makes 
rerfect sense to talk about base changes cf the form 

x' = S(o)x (7.4.2) 

1~here S{o) is matrix whose coefficiem:s are power series in 
the deiay<; 0 1 , ... ,or and which is invertible over the ring of 

power series ~[[r,p···,cr]]. Indeed if o1a(t) = a(t-a1 ), 

a1 > 0 and the function S{t) is zero for t < -Na . then 
l 



(t b.o~) 
1 =O 1 I 

N~ ~I' 
t) ': 2: 

i=O 

whete N' is such that t < N'a;. 

b.B(t-ia.) 
1 1 

Allowing such basis changes one has 
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7.4.3. Jheorem. Let Y(a) be a delay-differential system. 
Suppose t~at rank R(L(~)) considered as a ~acrix over the quo
tiE'nt field k(ol' ••• ,c:r) is equal to rank il(:.:(O)) (over"R) 

where [(0) is tne system obtained from ~(~) by setting all 
ai equal to zero. Then there exists a power series base chnnge 

rraVix Sc-: Gln{"F[[c))) such that ~S has the form (7.1.1) 

with (F 11 ,G 1 ,H 1) a er system (over ~((o]]). 

The pro0f is again similar where new, of course, o~c uses 
thz•c a project.ive module 0•1er a local ring is free. 

ilote thcit r(O) is not r~e syster.i obtained from l:(rr) by 
sett:ny ail delays equal to zero. For exar.iple if I:(o) is the 
one dimen:,iona1, one delay system x(t) "x(t) + 2x(t-l) + u(t) + 
u(t-2), y(t) -· t'x(t) - x(t-1), then :>(O) is the .:>ystem x(t) = 
x(t) + u(t), y(t) = 2x(t) obtained by rcmovin'J .:in delay terms. 

3. cm~Cll1 DHIG REMARKS ON FAf.IILIES OF SYSTEMS AS OFPOStD TO 
SINGLE SYSTEMS 

3. 1. Non extenrlabil ity of moduli spaces Mcr and Meo m, n , p -- m , n , p 
One aspect of the study of families of systems rather than single 
~ystems is the systematic investigation of which of the many con
structions and r.lgorithrns of systems and control theory are con
tinuous in the system Parameters (or more precisely to deten~ine, 
so to speak, the domains of continuity of these constructions). 
This is obviously important if one wants e.g. to execute these 
algorithms numerically. 

Intimately (and obviously) related to this continuity problem 
is the question of how d given single system can sit in a family 
of systems (d2f0rmation (perturbation) theory). The fine moduli 

spaces tlcr and rf0 answer precisely this que:stion (for m,n,p m,n,p 
a system which is er or co): for a given er (resp. co) system 

the 1ocal structure of Mcr ('.R) (resp. Meo (1R)) around the 
m,n,p m.n,µ 

fJOint reprP.:;ented by the •Jiven system describes exactly the most 
complicated fa:.1ily in which the given system can o~cur (all 
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other "! .. ar:iilies can up to isomorphism be uniquely obtained fi:om 
t.h is 0ne by a change of parameters). Thus one may we 11 be 1 ~ ter
ested t? se2 whethev- these moduli spaces can be extend~g a bit. 
I!l particular one could expect that Mcr (R) and Mm,n,p('R) 

. m,n,p . , 
could b~ combmed in sor.;e way to give a modul, space for a .1 ~ys
ter.1s which arc er or co. The following example shows that this 
is a bit optimistic. 

S.1.1. Ex~mp_~. Let i:: and L' be the two fami "lies over l: 
(er 1<) g1 v'•.m by the triples of matrices 

• -( r: :i r:i 
, · · ( r: ~ J . r: J . 

Z is co every1·1here and er everywhere but in a = 0, and E' is 
er everywhere an<J co everywhere but ; n o = 0. The sys terns ~( cr) 
and ~·{·J) are isom~rphic fo1· all o "! O, but E(O} and E'(O) 
n.re defi11ite:ly r.ot isorriorphic. Tnis kills a11 chances of having 
a fine moduli spJcc for families which consist of systems which 
are co or er. There cannot even be a coarse moduli space for 
:;uch families. 

Indeed let .~ be the functor which assigns to every space 
the set of all ;somorphism classes of fc11.1ilies of er or co systems. 
Then a coarse moduli space for ;p (cf. [Mu] for a precise defini
tion) consists of a space M 1:ogether with a functor transforma
tion,;;.;-) ... Mor(-,M) which is an isomorphism if - - pt and 
\-1hid: also enjoys an additional universality property. Now con
sh!er the commutative diagram 

#( it\f o})-+ Mor( !t\{o} ,M) 

r r 
&r(a) ~ Mor(lt,M) 

1 1 
#( {o})...::::... Hor( {o},M) 

Consider the elements of Ji{!t) represented by E and E'. 
Because r: r.nd r• are isomorphic as familie:; re'.itricted to 
(t\{o} we s~e by continuity (of the elements of Mor(lt,M)). that 
o.(~) = a(J.: 1 ). IJ::cause E(O) and }:' (0) are not isomorphic this 
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gives a contradiction with the in,jectivity of .iF({o})-> 
Mor( {o] ,M). 

Coarse moduli spaces represent one possible weakening of the 
fine moduli space property. Another, better adapted to the idea 
of :;tunying families by studying a maximally complicated example, 
is that of a versal deformation. Roughly a versal holomorphic 
deformation of a system L over n: is a family of systems r.(o} 
over a small neighborhood U of 0 (in some parameter space) 
such that 1.(0) = !:. and such that for every family I:' over V 
s~ch thGt t'(O} = r tnere is some (not necessarily unique) holo-
1'1orphic1map q, (i.e., a holomorphic change in parameters) such 
that $·~ ""'E' in a neighhorhood of O. 

For square matrices depending holomorphically on parameters 
(wit:h similarity as isomorphism) Arnol 'd, [Ar], has constructed 
versal deformations and tre same irleas wol"k for systems (in any 
case for pi!irs of matrices (F,G), cf. [Ta 2)). 

8.2. On the geometry of Mcr,cc. 
m,n,p 

systems point of view not only the 

From the identification of 

focal structure of M1.:n-on,c~("R) 
1 , 't' 

is important but also its global structure er. also [BrK] and 

[Haz 8]. Thus, for exa111ple. if m = l = p. t1con,crp(IR) = Rat(n) 
rn' , 

decoinntJses in to ( r1+ 1 ) components, and some of these components 
are of rather cc:·~pli::ated topological types, [Br], which ar~ues 
ill for thi:: 1inearization tricks which are at the back of many 
identifi::ation procedure~. One way to view identification is as 
finding a sequence of points in Mt:o,cr(R) as ir.ore and more data m,n,p 
come in. Ideal1y this sequence of points will then converge to 

sonv:thi ng. Thus the question comes up of whether Mco,cr(lR) is 
m,n,p 

compact, or compactifiable in such a way that the extra points 

can be interpreted as some kind of 5ystems. Now rtco,cr(lR) is m,n,p 
never compact. As to the compactification question, there does 
exist a partial compactification fl such that the extra m,n.p 
poi11ts, i.e. the points of M \Mcr,co correspond to systems m,n,p m,n,p 
of the form 

~ = Fx + Su, y = Hx + J(D)u (8.2.1) 

where D is the differentiation operator and J is a polynomial 
in D. This seems to give still more motivation for studying sys
tems more general than x:.: Fx +Gu, y = Hx [Ros]. This partial 
compactification is also mnximal in the sense that if a family of 
systems ·converges in th;~ sense that the associatad family of input/ 
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cutpdt operators converges (in the weak topology) then the limit 
input/output operator is the input/output operator of a system of 
the forrn (8.2.1 ). Cf. [Haz 4] for details. 

8.3. Pointwise-local:.QlQ~a_}_~morf'.lijs~_!:b.gor~m~. One perennial 
question which always turns up when on2 studies families rather 
than single objects is: to what extent dce3 the pointwise or 
local structure of a family determine its global properties. Thus 
for square matrices one has e.g. the question st~died by Hasov 
[Wal, cf. also [OS]: given two families of matrices A(z), A'(z) 
deoendi ng holomorphi ea lly on some parameters z. Suppose that for 
each separate value of z, A(z) and A'(z) are similar; does 
it follow that A(z) and A'(z) are similar as holomorphic 
families'? 

For fnmilies of systems the corresponding question is: let 
:(c) and Z'(o) be two families of systems and suppose that 
~(a) and Z'(o) are isomorphic for all values of o. Does it 
follow that E and Z' are isomorphic as families (globally or 
locally in a nei~hborhood of every parameters value a). 

Here there are (exactl~1 as in the holomorphic-matrices
undcr-similarity-case) positive results provided the dimension 
of tt1e stabilization sub9roups {SE GLn(lR)jl~(o)S = Z(a)} is 
constant ns a function of o, cf. [HP]. 
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